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ABSTRACT 
Plagiarisms are frequently occurring in the Computer Science courses, especially in 
computer programming. In this thesis, XML plagiarism detection model is introduced and 
XML is used as an intermediate data exchange mechanism in the suggested model. Since a 
procedural programming language is defined by its specific rules and it is well-structured 
form, we can generate an XML document from a program source based on the XML schema. 
As long as we can generate XML documents from given program sources, XML queries to 
extract information how they are similar to each other can be queried over the documents. 
This idea makes us encourage to moving our attention to plagiarism detection models. As the 
result of this study, XML Plagiarism Detection System (XPDec) has been developed. The 
plagiarism detection systems for programming can be classified into two main groups: 
attribute-counting based systems and structural metrics based systems. XPDec system uses 
the combined detection mechanism. In addition to the mechanism, XPDec system is adopting 
the XML query language suggested in XML plagiarism detection model to extract control 
sequences from XML documents. This mechanism increases the accuracy of the results. At 
the end of this thesis we shows that the XPDec system gives high accuracy results to finding 
similarities among the given source programs. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Brief introduction to what plagiarism is, its problems in academic world, and 
plagiarism detection systems will be introduced with the main motivations for an 
XML Plagiarism Detection System (XPDec). 
1.1. Plagiarism and its Problems 
What is plagiarism? The definition of plagiarism that many literatures appeared in is 
defined as reproducing the work of someone else without acknowledging or mentioning 
about the source from. In particular, there is a mention about plagiarism in the Student 
Information Handbook1 distributed by Iowa State University as below: 
"Unacknowledged use of the information, ideas, or phrasing of other 
writers is an offense comparable with theft and fraud, and it is so 
recognized by the copyright and patent laws. Literary offenses of this 
kind are known as plagiarism. " One is responsible for plagiarism when: 
the exact words of another writer are used without using quotation 
marks and indicating the source of the words; the words of another are 
summarized or paraphrased without giving the credit that is due; the 
ideas from another writer are borrowed without properly documenting 
their source. 
Plagiarism in academic world is a very significant problem, and many researchers and 
instructors are trying to prevent students from plagiarizing other students' work. In spite of 
the efforts of instructors and teachers, there are a lot of survey results reporting many 
1 http://www.dso.iastate.edulhandbook/toc.htm 
2 
students are still involving in plagiarism. According to a national survey by Donald McCabe, 
a professor of Rutgers University, of approximately 6,000 students, 74% of engineering 
students reported engaging in some form of academic dishonesty, compared to 87% for 
business majors, and 63% for humanities majors [Meade, 1992]. In a survey performed by 
the University of Florida, it reported that 68.1 % of undergraduates engaged in cheating or 
plagiarism in some form [Hollinger and Lanza-Kaduce, 1996]. There is another survey 
performed by the University of Nevada, Reno (UNR)2. In the survey result, over 90% of 
respondents indicated that they have not suspected cheating on an undergraduate take-home 
examination, and 94% of respondents have not dealt with cheating on such an exam. In 
specific reference to graduate students, almost 97% of respondents have not suspected 
cheating on take-home examinations. Nearly 88% of respondents have not dealt with 
undergraduate plagiarism. With respect to graduates, 93% of respondents indicated that they 
have not suspected purposive plagiarism [Simon et al., 2001]. In a survey of 500 college 
students by Graham, Monday and O'Brien, 90% admitted to cheating at least once [Graham 
et al., 1994]; a survey of 422 students by Roberts, Anderson and Yanish found that 91.7% of 
the students claimed to have engaged in at least 1 of 27 items of academic misconduct 
[Roberts et al., 1997]. In the United Kingdom study of 943 students by Newstead, Franlyn-
Stokes and Armstead, 88% of students admitted to engaging in at least one type of cheating 
behavior [Newstead et al., 1996]. According to the literature [Bull et al.], the main source of 
plagiarized material encountered by academics as coming from textbooks and theses. Work 
cut and pasted from the Internet was ranked second as a source. Nowadays the Internet is a 
great source for plagiarism, and the growth of plagiarism also significantly increased as 
growing the size of the Internet. 
According to a survey 3asking whether plagiarism is a significant problem in academic 
institutions conducted by [Bull, et al.], more than 50% of the response agreed that plagiarism 
2 According to (Simon et al., 200 I), during the academic year, 1999-2000, a subcommittee of faculty and 
students at the University of Nevada, Reno, designed and distributed a survey to determine faculty and students' 
knowledge and perceptions of academic dishonesty. In the survey, the sample spaces were 5% students over 
12,000 and 18% faculties over 1325. For more detailed information, refer to Table A. I in Appendix A. 
3 The survey was conducted by Computer Assisted Assessment (CAA) at University of Luton in the UK, 321 
online questionnaires were submitted to the CAA Center, and Figure I. I shows the results of its first question-
"Plagiarism is a significant problem in academic institutions". 
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is a serious problem in academic. Figure 1.1 shows the results of the survey. 
Plagiarism is a significant problem in academic institutions 
160 140 
140 
120 
100 
80 
20 
Strongly Cis.-agree N<>t Su111 Ag,... Strongly AgrH 
Figure I.I: Breakdown of responses indicating scale of the problem as perceived by academics 
[Bull et al.] 
The first step to prevent students from plagiarizing other students' work is to notify 
students that any plagiarism in academic work will be disadvantageous to students 
plagiarizing other students' work. However, as we have seen the above surveys, it might be 
impossible. Therefore, we need to take a second step to deal with this serious problem. The 
way is to develope a computer plagiarism detection system. 
1.2. Plagiarism Detection System 
According to [Culwin and Lancaster], a number of academic and commercial groups are 
researching the nature and extent of the problem and are developing software tools and 
systems for plagiarism detection. 
Computer based plagiarism detection can restore much of the confidence in the 
usefulness of computer-based assignments because the same computers that students use to 
do the assignments can be used to automatic the testing of the assignments, and then the 
detection of similarities among the submissions [Wise, 1996]. 
Hamblen and Parker [Hamblen and Parker, 1989] defined software plagiarism as follows: 
4 
A program that has been produced from another program with 
a small number of routine changes. 
In this thesis, plagiarism detection systems will be discussed. Plagiarism detection 
systems can be classified into two categories: plagiarism detection systems for written text 
and plagiarism detection systems for programming, based on their domain that they are 
dealing with. 
Plagiarism detection systems for written text are usually providing their services over the 
Internet. Plagiarism.org4, for example, is a web based plagiarism detection service for written 
text. We will discuss those systems more detail in section 2.1 of Chapter 2. 
Plagiarism detection systems for programming might also be classified into mainly two 
groups based on the algorithms adopted to the systems as follows: 
• Attribute-counting metrics based systems 
• Structural metrics based systems 
1.3. Motivations 
Currently, many plagiarism detection systems have been developed, and they are being 
improved. In this thesis, we mainly focus on the plagiarism detection systems for 
programming. 
Especially plagiarism in computer programming is quietly often occurring in a class. 
Inspection of all possible plagiarism in submitted programs has generally required unrealistic 
amount of time and effort. Detecting any plagiarism in programming sources is time-
consuming work, and approximately n(n-1)12 comparisons are needed to detect plagiarism if 
there are n different programming sources. Therefore we need an automatic programming 
plagiarism detection system, and many systems have been developed for software 
plagiarisms. The simplest plagiarism detection method is a simple string matching method 
like diff in a UNIX tool. Even though the idea of the simple string matching methods is 
5 
simple, the implementation could be difficult to detect plagiarisms in programming such as 
any reordering plagiarisms. In order to solve problems that simple string matching methods 
have, an XML plagiarism detection model is suggested. 
A tree structure consists of nodes. and each node can have its child nodes. Since we can 
give orders to child nodes or not, generating a tree structure from a programming source has 
a lot of merits to detect plagiarism. If we ignore the orders given to child nodes and a sub tree 
of the tree is the same as a sub tree of another tree, we can consider two sub trees are same, 
that is, they are identical. The problem is how we can generate a tree structure from a given 
program source. An instance of a program language like C or Pascal is a well-structured 
document since programming languages themselves are defined by specific rules. Therefore, 
we can generate a tree structure from a program source as long as we can define an XML 
schema for the program language because the tagged source programs using XML notations 
can be generated to their equivalent tree structures. From the tree structures, we can use them 
to find any similarities between given program source programs. 
In this thesis, we shows that XML can be used to detect plagiarism m instances of 
procedure programming languages, this method is much more efficient than a simple string 
matching method, and reordering plagiarisms can be easily detected by using XML as well as 
generated tree structure might be used to detect any similarities between control sequences. 
This mechanism might be applied to every procedure programming language, but we 
implemented and tested only for C programming language. 
In this thesis, we implements a plagiarism detection system named "XPDec" standing for 
XML Plagiarism Detection System. 
1.4. Organization of the Thesis 
Chapter 2 discusses some of the most relevant plagiarism detection systems for written 
text and for programming, respectively. 
Chapter 3 describes the XML plagiarism detection model. In the discussion, how the 
suggested XML structure and XML query work together to find any similarities between 
given source programs as well as the calculation methods. 
4 http://www.plagiarism.org 
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In Chapter 4, the system architecture of XPDec system will be introduced. The XPDec 
system is made up of three main layers, and each layer is containing several subsystems. All 
subsystems consisting of each layer and hierarchy of the layers will be discussed in this 
chapter. 
Chapter 5 will show the implemented XPDec system as well as the test results. In this 
chapter, how the subsystems discussed in Chapter 4 have been implemented will be 
discussed and the used test data to validate the XPDec system will be discussed. 
Finally, in Chapter 6 conclusions, a current problem of XPDec system, and possible 
future extensions of the current XPDec system will be discussed. 
7 
2. RELATED WORK 
Plagiarism detection systems can be divided into two main categories: plagiarism 
detection systems for written text and plagiarism detection systems for programming. 
In this Chapter, we will discuss the plagiarism detection systems that have been 
developed and related works. In the last section in this Chapter, the comparison 
between two different methods-attribute metric based system and structure metric 
based system will be introduced. 
2.1. Text-based Plagiarism Detection Systems 
Plagiarism detection systems for written text are generally provided over the Internet. 
According to Plagiarism.org1, recent studies indicate that approximately 30% of all students 
may plagiarize on every written assignment they complete. According to the source from 
Tumitin.com2, the levels of digital plagiarism of most states in the United States are ranged 
form high-middle level to very significant level. 
The algorithms adopted to plagiarism detection systems for written text are vary from a 
system to a system. In general, however, we can think about the common mechanism that all 
systems should have to detect text plagiarism. In the literature [Clough, 2000], Clough 
described some factors that could be used to distinguish authors of written text as shown in 
Table 2.1. 
1 http://www.plagiarism.org 
2 http://www.tumitin.com 
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Table 2.1: Factors used to detect plagiarism for written text [Clough, 2000] 
Factor 
Use of vocabulary 
Incoherent text 
Amount of similarity between texts 
Distribution of words 
Long sequences of common text 
Dependence on certain words and phrase 
Dangling references 
Preference for the use of long/short 
sentences 
Factor 
Change of vocabulary 
Punctuation 
Common spelling mistakes 
Syntactic structure of the text 
Order of similarity between texts 
Frequency of words 
Readability of written text 
In this section, we are going to introduce several detection systems for written text such 
as Plagiarism.org, CHECK, and SHERLOCK. Appendix B provides a summary for more 
plagiarism detection systems for written text. 
2.1.1. Plagiarism.org 
Plagiarism.org is providing the Internet service to instructors and teachers to help them to 
finding Internet-based plagiarism. According to [Clough, 2000], Plagiarism.org is one of the 
largest on-line plagiarism detection service available. The service have been developed to 
deal with the increase on-line term paper mills and growth in Internet-available information. 
In the service, a tutor registers his or her class with the system. If students finish their 
reports, they upload their reports to the Plagiarim.org web site. The system compares each 
submitted document against previous term papers, material from the Internet, and reports 
from other universities. After finishing the comparison, the system sends the result report to 
the course instructor as highlighting the potential plagiarism parts of each document. 
For the algorithm adopted to the system of Plagiarism.org, the algorithm gives each 
document unique "fingerprint", and the fingerprint represents the originality of the document. 
In Plagiarism.org, they named this mechanism iThenticate©. According to Plagiarism.org, 
iThenticate© algorithm is able to detect embedded paragraphs from multiple sources and it 
9 
helps to detect a plagiarized document. Plagiarism.org uses a plagiarism index ranging from 
Oto 1. The value 0 means no similarity and 1 an exact copy [Clough, 2000]. 
2.1.2. CHECK 
CHECK is a text-based plagiarism detection system, and has been developed by [Si et al., 
1997] at the Hong Kong Polytechnic University. [Si et al., 1997] have described a plagiarism 
detection system that allows plagiarized documents to be detected. 
In the literature [Si et al., 1997], they argue that most existing copy detection prototypes 
employ an exhaustive sentence-based comparison method in comparing a potential 
plagiarized document against a repository of legal or original documents to identify 
plagiarism activities. This approach is not scalable due to the potentially large number of 
original documents and the large number of sentences in each document. In order to solve the 
problems mentioned above, they suggested a keyword based matching method. 
Document Pming Module 
Input Document - Document f--. Keywo!tl __..., Structurel ... Characteristic Recognition Extraction Generation 
I 
1 
- Document - Document ... Comparison ... Structurel 
8" 
Module - Characteristic , .... 
I Comparison 
Comparison Status Result ... 
c .._ 
Document 14-- '---- Re11:istration Oracle ... . 
Module ... Database 
'- -
Figure 2.1: The architecture of CHECK 
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CHECK is composed of three main modules: document registration, document 
comparison, and document parsing. Figure 2.1 shows the high level architecture of CHECK. 
As shown in the diagram, the document registration module registers an original document 
into a database server, which maintains the set of documents considered as original. The 
document comparison module compares an input document against the registered documents 
to detect for any possible plagiarism. The document parsing module builds an indexing 
structure, called structural characteristic (SC) for each document to be used by the document 
registration and comparison modules [Si et al., 1997]. 
The arithmetic analysis in CHECK to find the similarity between two documents, A and 
B, is performed as follows: 
1RI 
LXA,; xxB,i 
S(VA ,VB)= -==i==l ==== 
:R iR 
Ix~.i x Ix~.i 
i=l 1=] 
where, x A i = { O , w A,J 
ifaR,i~VA 
if a 11 _, = aA,J EVA 
Table 2.2 shows the references for the above formula. 
Table 2.2: References for the variables used in CHECK 
Variable 
aB,1 
VA = [aA,l• aA,2• · · ·' a A.wJ 
VB = [aBl' aB,2' ' a B,if'B'.] 
WA =[WA,l' WA,2• ···, WAW ,] 'I _.j! 
WB =[WB,1' WB,2• ···, WBW 1l ,, B• 
R=VA uVB =[a11.PaR.2····,a11.1111l 
X A = [ X A,l' X A,2' • •• ' X A,1R;] 
XB =[xB,Pxs.2····,xB.:R1] 
Description 
Keyword a in section i in document A 
Keyword a in section i in document B 
Keyword vector of document A 
Keyword vector of document B 
Weight vector of keywords in document A 
Weight vector of keywords in document B 
Reference vector 
Normalized vector of VA 
Normalized vector of VB 
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2.1.3. SHERLOCK 
SHERLOCK was developed by Mike Joy and Michael Luck at the University of 
Warwick in the UK. SHERLOCK uses a structure comparison method. The algorithm 
adopted by the system is incremental comparison, and a pair of documents is compared five 
times as follows: 
• In their original form. 
• With the maximum amount of white spaces removed 
• With all comments removed. 
• With all comments and maximum amount of white spaces removed. 
• Translated to a file of tokens3 
When all pairs of documents have been compared, a neural-network program (a Kohonen 
self-organizing feature map [Kohonen, 1988]) is invoked which reads the record file and 
creates a PostScript image which illustrates the similarities between the documents listed in 
the record file. Figure 2.2 shows an example of output of SHERLOCK. 
; 
A/ 
,, ,, 
I ' ! \ 
\J c 
K 
j 
F G 
Figure 2.2: Neural-net output [Joy and Luck, 1999] 
3 A token is a value, such as name, operator, begin, loop-statements, which is appropriate to the language in use. 
For more detailed information, refer to [Joy and Luck, 1999] 
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The image consists of a number of points (representing the original documents), 
connected by lines. A line joining two points indicates that significant similarities have been 
found between the corresponding documents, and the shorter the line. the stronger 
similarities [Joy and Luck, 1999]. 
2.2. Programming Plagiarism Detection Systems 
Plagiarism is a persistent problem in many university courses, particularly those with 
programming assignments. In this section, we discuss plagiarism detection systems for 
programmmg. 
A plagiarized program can be defined as a program that has been produced from another 
program with a small number of routine transformations. 
Faidhi and Robinson [Faidhi and Robinson, 1987] characterize six levels of program 
modification in plagiarism spectrum as shown in Figure 2.3. 
of 
Figure 2.3: Program plagiarism spectrum [Parker and Hamblen, 1989] 
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A number of algorithms to detect plagiarism can be found in the technical literature, and 
an easy to implement algorithm [Hamblen and Parker, 19891 based on string comparisons is 
as follows: 
• Remove all comments 
• Ignore all blanks and extra lines, except when needed as delimiters 
• Perform a character string comparison between the two files using Unix utilities, 
diff, grep, and we 
• Maintain a count of the percentages of characters which are the same 
This simple algorithm will detect many cases of plagiarism, and it is easy to implement. 
It, however, requires a substantial amount of computer time. According to [Parker and 
Hamblen, 1989], the majority of students who copy programs change comments, the white 
space, and a few variable names in the program. 
2.2.1. SIM4 
SIM stands for Software Similarity Testor, and was developed by Dick Grune at Vrije 
Universiteit. According to Grune, SIM is able to detect potentially duplicated code fragments 
in large software projects, in program text, in shell scripts and in documentation, and to 
detect plagiarism in software projects, educational and otherwise. SIM adopted a three-
phases algorithm. In the first phase, the system reads program files, and prepares a forward-
reference table, and determines the set of interesting runs 5 . In the second phases, it 
determines the line numbers of the interesting runs. In the last phase, it prints the contents of 
the runs in orders. The SIM consists of five main sub modules as shown in Figure 2.4. 
4 http://www.few.vu.nl/-dick/sim.html 
5 substrings 
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• .._------1~•1 Reading Module file I } 
f;i~s n '--------;-----~ 
Preparation Module 
Determination Module 
•Phase I 
Printing Module 
Result 
Figure 2.4: System architecture of SIM 
Table 2.3 shows the functions for each module in SIM. 
Table 2.3: Functions of modules in SIM [Clough, 2000] 
Module 
Reading Module 
Preparation Module 
Determination Module 
Detection Module 
Printing Module 
Function 
Each file is read using a lex-generated scanner appropriate 
for the input and the I-byte tokens are stored in an array. 
Each text sub string of a minimum size is compared with 
every other to the right of it. The result of this is a 
forward-reference table. 
The algorithm works through all the files to test and 
determines the best run. 
Finds the start and end line number for each chunk known 
by token position. 
The stored runs are retrieved in order of importance. 
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SIM is using a string matching method in the detecting module. There are no test results 
for this system, and the domain covered by SIM is including C, Java, Pascal, Modula-2, 
Miranda, and natural language. 
6 2.2.2. Plague 
Plague was developed by Whale, a professor of Computer Science at University of New 
South Wales in Australia. It is an extension of the structure-based plagiarism detection 
approach, and uses details of program structure for comparisons [Clough, 2000]. Plague 
works in three phases as shown in Table 2.4. 
Table 2.4: Three working phases of Plague [Whale, 1988 and Whale, 1989] 
Phase 
I 
II 
Function 
In the first phase, a sequence of tokens is produced for each file, as 
well as a list of structure metrics, reworked as a structure profile, 
which summarizes the structures used in the program. The component 
structure metrics represent iteration and selection statements, and 
statement blocks. 
In the second, O(n 2 ) phase, the structure profiles are compared and 
pairs of nearest neighbors determined using a combination of 
language specific distance functions. It is expected that at the end of 
this phase the majority of submissions move forward to the next 
phase. 
III In this phase, the token sequences are compared using a variant of the 
longest common subsequences algorithm. 
According to [Clough, 2000], Plague is including 3 problems as follows: 
1. Plague is hard to adopt to new language 
2. The results of Plague are two lists ordered by indices H and HT that need 
interpretation. The results are not immediately obvious. 
6 http://www.csse.monash.edu.au/projects/plague/ 
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3. Plague suffers from efficiency problems and relies upon a number of Unix 
tools. This provides portability problems. 
According to the literature [Clough, 2000], that compared Plague with other systems7, 
they reports that the results 8of Plague are good. 
2.2.3. YAP Series 
YAP, which stands for Yet Another Plague, is a series of systems. YAP series are based 
on the Plague plagiarism detection system. According to Wise [Wise, 1992 and Wise, 1996], 
YAP series are able to detect following plagiarism: 
• Changing comments or formatting 
• Changing identifiers 
• Changing the order of operands 
• Changing data types 
• Replacing expressions with equivalents 
• Adding redundant statements or variables 
• Changing the order of independent statements 
• Changing the structure of iteration statements 
• Changing the structure of selection statements 
• Replacing procedure calls by the procedure body 
• Introduction of non-structured statements 
• Combining original and copied program segments 
Basically YAP series detect similarities between given source files using two phases. The 
first phase in all three systems, YAPl, YAP2, and YAP3, is same, and detail steps in the phase 
are as follows: 
• Remove comments and print-strings 
7 Compared systems: a system using Halstead method, Berghel system, Donaldson system, Robinson system, 
and Whale's Plague. 
8 From 44 documents, Plague detected 22 documents of24 positive plagiarized documents. 
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• Translate upper-case letters to lower-case 
• Remove letters not found in legal identifiers 
• Form a list of primitive tokens 
• A range of synonyms are mapped to a common form 
In the second phase, each system has its different computing algorithm, and Table 2.5 
shows the summary of the algorithms adopted to YAP series. 
Table 2.5: Summa of al orithms ada ted to YAP series 
YAP Series 
YAPl 
YAP2 
YAP3 
2.2.4. MOSS 10 
Algorithm 
Mixture of Unix utilities and a Bourne-shell script 
Heckel's algorithm [Paul Heckel, 1978] 
RKR-GST 9algorithm [Michael J. Wise, 1996] 
MOSS (Measure Of Software Similarity) was developed in 1994 by Alex Aiken, a 
professor of University of California at Berkeley. According to Aiken, MOSS is an automatic 
system for finding the similarities between heterogeneous programming sources, and the 
domain of the programming languages are C, C++, Java, Pascal, Ada, ML, Lisp, and Scheme. 
Current MOSS version is starting on the Internet based service for instructors or teachers. 
According to [Stutz, 1998], MOSS processes between 50 and 100 submissions a week, 
and the algorithm of the system is based on "code-sequence matching". MOSS mainly 
focuses on the syntax or the structure of a program itself instead of analyzing the program's 
algorithms because of the difficulty of the task. In spite of its simplicity, the method adopted 
by MOSS is more effective than the standard plagiarism detection algorithm. MOSS also 
maintains a database that stores an internal representation of programs, and then looks for 
similarities between them. 
9 Running-Karp-Rabin Greedy-String-Tiling 
10 http://ftp.cs.berkeley.edu/-aiken/moss.html 
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Aiken does not supply explicit information about the algorithm(s) that MOSS uses to 
detect cheating. In [Bowyer and Hall, 1999], they provide an sample result from MOSS. 
Figure 2.5 shows the MOSS results web page for some actual program pairs involved in 
cheating incidents in one of their classes in the Fall semester of 1998. The file names have 
been changed to hide the individuals' identities. The results page lists pairs of programs 
which were found to have substantial similarity. For each such pair, the results summary lists 
the number of tokens matched, the number of lines matched, and the percent of each program 
source that is found as overlap with the other program [Bowyer and Hall, 1999]. 
MOS$ Rest.lits 
Sun Mar 14. 16:24:02 PST 1999 
Options -I c 7 rn 1 a 
[Text Report I How to Read the Results I Tips I FAQ I Contact Moss I Submissi on Scripts I Credits) 
t'·--·-···-·------·-----·---------·~-··----·-----------·---·-------------·~·--·-------------···-----·--- ---· 
Ale 1 Ale 2 
mit:.e wcalf.C (79%) m i ~e f<ix.c ((10%) 
bill · smyth.c (663) bill smith.c (66%) 
jane white.c (59%) jane blanco.c (6El%) 
jnhn doe c C1 00%) john deer.c (100%) 
Tokens Matcheli Lines Matched 
46~ 139 
4!56 
354 
220 
133 
, 11 
49 
Any errors encountered dtJrin~ this query are listed below. 
Figure 2.5: Opening web page of MOSS results [Bowyer and Hall, 1999] 
2.2.5. JPlag 
JPlag is a system that finds similarities among multiple sets of source code files. Jplag 
computes program syntax and structures like MOSS. Current version of JPlag supports Java, 
C, C++, Scheme, and natural language text. It also can be used to detect stolen software parts 
among large amount of source text or modules that have been duplicated. 
JP lag has two phases when it computes the similarity of a pair of programs as follows: 
1. Generating token strings from source programs 
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2. Comparing token strings in pairs for determining the similarity of each pair. 
In the second phase, each token string can be divided into small sub strings called "tiles." 
The percentage of the token streams that can be covered is the similarity value between two 
program source files. In JPlag system, the similarity between two source files, A and B is 
computed as follows: 
2 x Coverage(tiles) 
Sim(A,B) = 
IAl+JBI 
Coverage(tiles) = Llength 
match( a ,h ,length )Eli/es 
{ 
I A J, I BI: the lengths of token string of file A and B 
where a, b : sub strings of A and B 
match( a, b,n): identical sub strings a and b with length n 
According to [Prechelt et al., 2000], the complexity of JPlag is O(n 3 ). 
2.2.6. SID 
SID stands for Shared Information Distance or Software Integrity Detection. SID has 
been developed by X. Chen at the UCSB Bioinformatics Lab. The algorithm in SID was 
originally developed for comparing how similar or dissimilar genomes are. 
X. Chen [Li et al., 2001] extended the algorithm to the plagiarism detection system. SID 
computes the amount of shared information between two program sources. The shared 
information distance between two program X and Y is defined as follows: 
D(X Y)=l-K(X)-K(XIY) 
' K(XY) ' 
where K(X] }/ is the Kolmogorov complexity [Li et al., 1997, and MacKenzie, 1999] of X 
given Y, and K(X]}j = K(X) if Y=¢. 
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2.3. Comparison Plagiarism Algorithms based on Metrics 
Plagiarism detection systems for programming can be categorized into two types based 
on algorithms adopted to the systems-those using attribute-counting metrics and those using 
structure metrics. The early plagiarism detection systems are usually adopting a concept for a 
feature (or attribute) vector. Each program is mapped to n-dimensional vector. If there exist 
similar programs, they lie close to each other. Much of the work in the development of 
algorithms for plagiarism detection is based on Halstead' s theory 11 of software science. 
Halstead introduced a number of measures based on simple program statistics as follows: 
T/i : number of unique operators 
TJ 2 : number of unique operands 
N 1 : total number of operators 
N 2 : total number of operands 
Halstead defined two common measures V and E, where Vis the volume of a program, 
and E is a measure of the mental effort required to implement the program. V and E can be 
defined using above four statistics as follows: 
E = [n1N 2 (N1+NJlog 2 (n 1 +n2 )] 
2n2 
Several algorithms for plagiarism detection are based on software metrics. These 
algorithms extract several software metric features from a program and use this set of 
measures or features to compare programs for plagiarism. The extraction of these features 
requires scanning, searching a reserved word table, construction of symbol table, and limited 
parsing of programming language [Prechelt et al., 2000]. 
11 For more detail information, refer to (Halstead, 1977) 
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[Ottenstein, 1976] at Purdue University used basic 4 matrices introduced by Halstead to 
implement a plagiarism detection system for Fortran source programs. [Grier, 1981] at U.S. 
Air Force Academy extended Halstead metrics, and total 20 metrics were used in his system-
ACCUSE detecting Pascal program plagiarism. [Donaldson et al., 1981] at Bowling Green 
University used 8-extended attribute-counting metrics for a Fortran program plagiarism 
detection system. [Berghel and Sallach, 1984] used 15 software metrics for a Fortran 
plagiarism detection system. [Rees, 1982] at the University of Southampton developed a 
Pascal program plagiarism detection system called STYLE, and his system used 6 feature 
metrics. [Faidhi and Robinson, 1987] at Brunel University introduced 21 feature metrics for 
implementation of a Pascal plagiarism detection system. [Jankowitz, 1998] at Southampton 
University introduced 10 feature metrics. Table 2.6 shows the measures used in the above 
mentioned systems. 
Table 2.612 : Comparison of plagiarism algorithms based on metrics 
References: 1: Ottenstein's system, 2: Grier's ACCUSE, 3: Donaldson, Lancaster, and Sposato's system, 4: 
Berghel and Sallach's system, 5: Rees' STYLE, 6: Faidhi and Robinso's system, 7: Jankowitz's system [Parker 
and Hamblen, 1989] 
Program Measures 
Detection Systems 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Number of characters per line 0 
Number of comment lines 0 0 0 
Number of indented lines 0 0 
Number of blank lines 0 
Average procedure/function length 0 
Number ofreserved words 0 0 0 0 
Average identifier length 0 
Average space percentage per line 0 0 
Number of labels and gotos 0 0 
Unique operands 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Number of program intervals 0 
Number of colors used in coloring 0 
the control graph 
Number of vertices colored with 0 
12 For more detailed information of attribute-counting metrics, refer to Appendix C. 
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color 3 in coloring the control graph 
Number of vertices colored with 0 
color 4 in coloring the control graph 
Total operands 0 0 0 0 0 
Unique operators 0 0 0 0 0 
Total operations 0 0 0 0 0 
Program factor structure percentage 0 
Program impurity percentage 0 0 
Module contribution percentage 0 0 0 0 
Number of modules 0 0 0 
Conditional statement percentage 0 0 0 
Repetitive statement percentage 0 0 0 0 0 
Number of program statements 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Reference sequence order 
Multiple statement lines 0 
The systems using feature vector comparison method cannot be expected to have a good 
performance because simple summing up matrix vectors is not enough to detect structure-
changed plagiarism [Parker and Hamblen, 1989]. 
The other systems adopting structure comparison methods make better performance. 
Among those systems, some systems are hybrids between feature and structure metric 
comparison. Most recent plagiarism detection systems such as YAP, MOSS, and JPlag are in 
this category. 
2.4. Performance Comparison 
A study for a comparison between attribute-metric based detection systems and a 
structure-metric based detection system has been performed by [Verco and Wise, 1996]. In 
the literature, they selected Grier's ACCUSE system and Fardhi-Robinson system as samples 
of attribute-metric based detection systems, and Y AP3 as a sample of structure-metric based 
systems. Figure 2.6 and Figure 2. 7 show the results of the comparison between two different 
type systems. In their comparison method, they chose two different Pascal assignment called 
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Ethernet and Formatter 13 , respectively. In the literature, they adopted Whale's performance 
evaluation method, and used the terminology, essentia/14 and positive detection 15 • 
40 
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Figure 2.6: Response plot for Ethernet assignment spectrum [Verco and Wise, 1996] 
13 According to [Verco and Wise, 1996], Formatter is much more complex than Ethernet assignment, and the 
sample spaces were 126 and 299 in Ethernet and Formatter, respectively. For more detail information, refer to 
[Verco and Wise, 1996]. 
14 essential matches: matches pairs such that detection systems identified as suspicious pairs. 
15 positive detection: essential matches that have been examined and verified as probable plagiarism. 
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As seen in Figure 2.616, ACCUSE system detects 25, Fardhi-Robinson system 31, and 
YAP3 system 34 among total 40 plagiarized pairs, respectively. 
Figure 2.7 17 shows that ACCUSE system cannot find any plagiarized pairs, Fardhi-
Robinson system 2, and YAP3 9, respectively. In the both figures, p is referring to ,the 
. . 18 precision . 
Number of 
positive 
detections 
20 
15 
5 A 
A .: 
A .: 
A.: 
0 
p"0.6 
p "'min 
A.ut!MMA.MAAMM!l.M Yap 
.u:!.M~MAAiMMAM.uA.uA,U .. MM,i~MAMA.11.U .· 
, 11 11 , ii 11 , ii ii , 11 iv ii , 11 11 11 , ii 11 1 11 ii , ii , ii 11 11 , 11 11 , Fa i-Rob 
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Number of essential matches 
Figure 2.7: Response plot for Formatter assignment spectrum [Verco and Wise, 1996] 
16 Close copy 
17 Partial copy 
18 The precision is defined as p=mln where m is the number of positive detections from n documents. In the 
ideal case, the ratio would be 1. A common value used for comparisons in text retrieval is p = 0. 6 
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According to the literature [Verco and Wise, 1996], they found that attribute-counting-
metrics systems performed better in the detection of plagiarism where very close copies were 
involved, but the attribute-counting-metric systems were unable to detect partial plagiarism. 
The performance of the attribute-counting-metric systems was considerable lower than those 
of the structure-metric systems. 
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3. XML PLAGIARISM DETECTION MODEL 
In this chapter, an XML plagiarism detection model is suggested, and XML is used to 
generate a tree structure for a programming source. Generating a tree structure 
provides many merits to detect plagiarism in programming. The XML plagiarism 
detection model consists of five main parts: generating an XML document from a 
source program, generating a tree structure from a generated XML document, 
generating a decimal representation from a generated tree structure, extracting 
control sequences from an XML document using XQuery, and calculating a similarity 
from generated matrices 
3.1. Generating an XML Document 
The plagiarism detection model suggested in this thesis is based on general procedural 
program languages. As analyzing the features that procedural programming languages have, 
we can find link points between XML and program sources from procedural programming 
languages. Even though the suggested XML plagiarism detection model is to be used to 
detect any plagiarism in general procedural programming languages, we will mainly focus on 
C programming language, and tests the model with a test set written in C programming 
language. 
First of all, we need to take a closer look at the structure of procedural programming 
languages. Most of procedural programming languages consist of three main structure 
blocks: Headers block, Global Variables block, and Functions block as shown in Figure 3.1 
Function block in Functions block may have many nested blocks, and a nested block can also 
have structure blocks as its child blocks. 
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Pro gram S cure e 
Headers 
Globi!l Variables 
Functions 
Function #I 
Block#l.1 
I Block#l.1.1 
I Block#l.k 
Function #2 
I Function #n 
: ................................................................................................................................... : 
Figure 3.1: Block diagram of a general procedural program 
Figure 3.1 depicts the structure of a procedural program language, for example, C 
programming language or Pascal programming language. In order to find link points between 
XML and the structure of procedural programming languages, each substructure should be 
restructured into a tree structure because every tree structure can be transformed into its 
equivalent XML document. The out-most block in Figure 3.1 is representing a program 
source, and it consists of three main structure blocks. Therefore, the tree structure for a given 
source program may consist of four nodes in a tree ( 1: root node, 3: child nodes) as shown in 
Figure 3.2. 
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Program Source 
Figure 3.2: A tree structure of a program source 
Each node in Figure 3.2 can be extended until it does not contain internal nodes. Headers 
node in Figure 3.2 is extended as shown in Figure 3.3. As it can be seen, Headers node may 
have many leaf nodes which represent header files in a given program source. 
Headers 
: : 
'·················flT·····-ti:;········hj·········································n~:i··········n~···l 
Figure 3.3: A tree structure of Headers 
Figure 3.4 shows an extended Global Variables node in Figure 3.2. Like Headers node, it 
can be made up of several leaf nodes without internal nodes. Each leaf node has information 
about a global variable defined in a given program source. 
Global Variables 
0 
A ~ Leafnodes /Ii······· ··:·~·:·:···~ . 
L .............. gvr··gr_,······gvr························ .. ·········gr,;:r·····gr,;··' 
Figure 3.4: A tree structure of Global Variables 
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Functions 
-------------------------------· 
Figure 3.5: A tree structure of Functions in a program source 
The last node of Program Source node is Functions node. Functions node is basically 
consisting of Function nodes which represent individual functions in a given program source. 
The basic tree structure of Functions node is shown in Figure 3.5. As it can be seen, each 
Function node, a child node of Functions node, is made up of four child nodes: Return Type, 
Name, Arguments, and Blocks. The node for Return Type has information about a return type 
of its parent node, representing a function in a source program. For example, the value that 
Return Type node may have is one of void, int, char, and so on in C programming language. 
The next node in Function node is Name node. Name node contains information on the name 
of a function in a program source. The third node in Function node is representing argument 
lists appearing in the function. It is possible for Arguments node not to have any child node, 
meaning there is no argument in a function. The argument list that may be shown in 
Arguments node is basically consisting of some values which Return Type node can have 
only except the type-void. If there is no return type, Return Type node should have void leaf 
node. However, if there is no argument in a function, Arguments node does not have any 
child node-that is, Arguments node should be an empty node. The last node of Function node 
is Blocks node. The basic structure of Blocks node is depicted in Figure 3 .6. 
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Blocks node has only one child node-Block. Block node is made up of four different 
nodes: Local Variables, Contents, and Control nodes. Local Variables node is basically same 
as Global Variables node. Each leaf node in Local Variables represents a local variable 
defined in a block of a function. The second child node in Block node is Contents node. 
Contents node contains information about assignment statements, function calls, individual 
statements in a block of a function, and so forth. As seen, it may contain a Block node. The 
next child node in Block node is Control node. As we can see, Control node is made up of 
Control Type and Block nodes, and it is possible to be an empty node meaning there is no 
control statement in a block. Control node should have exactly one Control Type node, 
containing information on a control type appearing in a block. The last node in Control node 
is Block node. Since a block in Control node may have a nested block, Block node may 
contain Block node itself. 
Blocks 
Leaf nodes 
: .............................................. ; 
Figure 3.6: A tree structure of Blocks 
Up to this point, we have discussed the structure of a program source, and represented it 
as a nested tree structure. In order to generate an XML document for a program source, we 
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need to have a mapping relationship between a tree structure for a programming language 
and an XML document. As we have seen in Figure 3.2, Program Source node has three 
different its child nodes. The tree structure can be translated into an equivalent XML 
document as shown in Figure 3.7 
Heade 
<XMLRoot> 
<headers> 
</headers> 
<global variables> 
</global variables> 
<functions> 
</functions> 
</XML Root> 
Figure 3.7: An equivalent XML document of Figure 3.2 
The equivalent XML document contains the exactly same information that the tree 
structure has. As shown in Figure 3.7, every XML document starts with <XMLRoot> 
element. The frame of an XML document is made up of three elements: <headers>, 
<globalvariables>, and <functions> as same as its equivalent tree structure. Each element in 
the out most XML document can be extended. Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9 show the extended 
XML documents for <headers> and <globalvariables>, respectively. 
In Figure 3.8, Headers node in the tree structure is mapped to <headers> element. Each 
leaf node in Headers node is mapped to <header> element, and the mapped element has a 
child element named <name> containing the name inforamtion that the leaf node has. Global 
Variable node can be mapped in the same way like Headers node. The mapping relationship 
between Global Variables and its equivalent XML document is depicted in Figure 3.9. 
Global Variables node is mapped to <globalvariables> element, and each leaf node in the 
tree is mapped to <variable> element in the XML document, respectively. 
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Headers 
<headers> 
<header> 
<name> 
headerName 1 
</name> 
</header> 
<header> 
<name> 
headerName 2 
</name> 
</header> 
<header> 
<name> 
headerName n 
</name> 
</header> 
</headers> 
Figure 3.8: An equivalent XML document of Figure 3.3 
Glob al Variables 
<globalvariables> 
<variable> 
<type> 
typel 
</type> 
<name> 
variableName 1 
</name> 
</variable> 
<variable> 
<type> 
type n 
</type> 
<name> 
variableName n 
</name> 
</variable> 
</globalvariables> 
Figure 3.9: An equivalent XML document of Figure 3.4 
As it can be seen, <variable> element has two child elements: <type> element and 
<name> element. <type> element contains the type information on a global variable, and 
<name> element does the name of the global variable. The XML document for Global 
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Variables ends with </globalvariables> tag. The last node in a program source tree is 
Functions node. We have seen in Figure 3.4 that Functions node could be extended. 
Functtons 
Funct.1.0n#J 
I -------------------------
<function> 
<return type> 
t}pel 
</tretumtype> 
<name> 
function:Vame I 
</name> 
<arguments> 
<argument> 
<type> 
argtype! 
</type> 
</argument> 
</arguments> 
<blocks> 
</blocks> 
</function> 
</functions> 
Figure 3.10: An equivalent XML document of Figure 3.4 
Figure 3 .10 shows the mapping relationship between Functions tree and its equivalent 
XML document. Functions node is mapped to <functions> element, and its child nodes, 
Function #1 through Function #n, are mapped to <function> element as many as the number 
of Function nodes in the tree. As shown in the XML document in Figure 3.10, each 
<function> element can have four child elements: <returntype>, <name>, <arguments>, 
and <blocks> elements. <returntype> and <name> elements contain the information on a 
return value and the function name, respectively. <arguments> element may have several 
<argument> elements or may not, depending on the number of arguments in the function. 
<argument> element in <arguments> element has only one child element-<type> 
containing information on an argument type. The last child node in Function node is Blocks 
node. It can be extended as shown in Figure 3.11. 
Blocks node is mapped to <blocks> element, and its Block node mapped to <block> 
element, respectively. <block> element consists of three different elements: 
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<localvariables>, <contents>, and <control> elements. The structure of <localvariables> 
is the same as that of <globalvariables> in Figure 3.9. <contents> element may have several 
child elements, and each child element contains some information such as assignment 
statements, function calls, and so forth. <control> element consists of <controltype> 
element and <block> element. <controltype> element is representing a control type, for 
example, if, for, do, while, etc. <block> element can have <block> element itself because 
every block in a program source can have nested blocks. Therefore, the <block> element in 
<control> element can be extended in the same way that its grandparent element extended. 
Blocks 
<blocks> 
<block> 
<local variables> 
<variable> 
<type> 
type! 
</type> 
<name> 
variableName I 
</name> 
</variable> 
</local variables> 
<contents> 
</contents> 
<control> 
<controltype> 
contra/type I 
</control type> 
<block> 
</block> 
</control> 
</bock> 
</blocks> 
Figure 3.11: An equivalent XML document of Figure 3.5 
Consequently, the mapping relationship between a program source and its equivalent 
XML document can be depicted as Figure 3.12. As shown in Figure 3.12, the structure of a 
procedural programming language can be transformed to its equivalent XML document 
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without losing any information-that is, mapped XML portions for all parts m the 
programming language exist in the XML document. 
Program Source XMLDoc1lml!Dt 
<XMLRA>ot> <liiiaiit!rs>· · · · 
Headers (_ <h<Wr> 
~ ~>NaierJ!bltt l<hume> <n:i.Wr> 
L ... <!headers> ...... 
~ r7 <ii:TOliai.v·aru.liJes>···· Global Variables ~ ~ "Yl?Ub1'><1)'po>°""J<.otyp"" ,. . ~>l•,•ia!lld\bwll!' }i::i\ml.tP 
<lvtrlab]l:> 
Functions 
~ r7 
•. <lrtlohalw.riabks> <fiiliCtiiins>· · · ······ 
....... -Function#! ,..~ ~IP°"' J<ilM!Jmt)po> """'°'"fln:tion!\bru l<-
<~> 
Block#U <~ 
I I 
<typl>"'TO!'< l<t;yj>•" 
Block#l.1.1 <I~ 
</~ 
<blod<P 
<blod<> 
<lDctlwrlib:as=-
""1riab1'> 
<typt>°""J<il)'pP 
'=inm::lf>1.io:J"i~~ l<.iNl:ne> 
I I 
<Mrub!P 
Block#l.k c;/locllviritblts::-> <c0Htal9 .... C'Jcatit.El1l'S> <c-«-<cmttrol::-jpt>'Cl't'rf:Jtypt J;:./carttoll}opt> 
I I 
C/cantrol> 
Function#2 </carttrob:> 
<blod<> .. -lblod<> 
<A>ccl<> 
<lbbcks:::i. ... <.blocbs> 
[ c;~ 
I Function#n I 
L <:/fwu;tions:> 
</XML Root> 
Figure 3.12: Mapping relationship between a general procedural program and an 
equivalent XML document 
For instance, Figure 3.13 shows an example for a program source and its equivalent XML 
document generated based on the tree structure of a procedural programming language. The 
XML document is containing the programming source without losing any meanings. As seen, 
all comments in the source documents are removed when the XML document is generated. 
The comments in the program source might be used to detect plagiarism, but it is not a 
critical problem in a plagiarism detection system. Every generated XML document starts 
with <XMLRoot> tag and ends with <IXMLRoot> tag. Since we need to preserve any 
meanings of the program source, the generated XML document should contain the three 
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portions as mentioned before. For instance, two header files of the program source are tagged 
as follows: 
<headers> 
<header> 
<name> 
stdio.h 
<'name> 
</header> 
<header> 
<name> 
file.h 
<!name> 
</header> 
</headers> 
!******************************* 
Sample Program Source 
*******************************! 
#include <stdio.h> /* stdio.h */ 
#include <file.h> /* file.h */ 
int abc: /*global variable*/ 
void main( int t. intj. char g) 
{ 
int k: 
summation(): /* call a function */ 
multiply(); /*call a function */ 
priprintf("Hello \n"): 
I* function summation */ 
boo] summation( int k. char c) 
( 
I* function multiply */ 
boo! multiply( int k. char c) 
I 
' 
<XML Root> 
<headers> 
<header> 
<name>stdio.h</name> 
</header> 
<header> 
<name>file.h</name> 
</header> 
</headers> 
<global variables> 
<variable> 
<type> int</type> 
<name> abc</name> 
</ glo balvariab Jes> 
<functions> 
<function> 
<retumtype>void</retumtype> 
<name>main</name> 
<arguments> 
<argument> 
<type>int</type> 
</argument> 
<argument> 
<type>int</type> 
</argument> 
<argument> 
<type>char</type> 
</argument> 
</arguments> 
</function> 
</functions> 
Figure 3.13: An example of a source program and its XML document 
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3.2. Generating a Tree Structure 
As long as we generate an XML document from a program source, we can generate a tree 
structure from the XML document because the XML document itself was generated based on 
the tree structure of a procedural programming language. As discussed in section 3.1, 
generating a tree structure from an XML document is easily achieved by using the rule which 
we used to create an XML document from a procedural programming language structure. As 
an example, Figure 3.14 shows an generated tree from the XML document generated from 
the program source shown in Figure 3.13, based on the generation rules mentioned in section 
3.1. Since a generated tree structure from an XML also contains all information that the 
XML document has, the tree structure from an XML document, the XML document from a 
program source, and the original program source are equivalent. The only different things are 
structure types or representation ways: a tree structure, an XML structure, and a program 
source structure. 
int k 
Figure 3.14: A tree structure from the XML document in Figure 3 .13 
References: 
A: XML Root G: type M: blocks 
B: headers H: functions N: block 
C: header I: function 0: localvariables 
D: name J: return type P: contents 
E: global variables K: arguments Q: controls 
F: variable L: argument 
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3.3. Generating a Decimal Representation 
After generating a tree structure from an XML document, the next step in the XML 
plagiarism detection model is to generate a decimal representation for the frame of an XML 
document from the tree structure. Figure 3 .15 depicts the relationship between a decimal 
representation and a tree structure generated based on an XML document 
Figure 3.15: The mapping relation between a tree structure and a decimal representation 
References: 
A: XMLRoot 
B: headers 
C: header 
D: name 
F: variable 
E: globalvariables 
G: type 
H: functions 
I: function 
L: argument 
J: retumtype 
K: arguments 
M: blocks 
In the decimal representation, the first row is the information on headers node in the tree 
structure generated from an XML document. Mapping relationship between headers node 
and the first row in the decimal representation is shown in Table 3.1. 
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Table 3.1: The mapping relationship between headers node and a decimal representation 
Position dun-I dan 
Header Name hdr, hdr4 hdr11 
For example, suppose the tree structure contains six headers, hdr, . hdr5 , hdr10 • hdr11 , 
hdrn-i , and hdrn. The decimal representation for these headers will be as follows: 
0 01010000110000000000·····11 
The decimal representation for globalvariables node in the tree structure is the second 
row of the decimal representation shown in Figure 3.15. The way of generating the decimal 
representation for the globalvariables node is the same as that of headers node. The mapping 
relationship between globalvariables node and the decimal representation is shown in Table 
Table 3.2: The mapping relationship between globalvariables node and a decimal representation 
Position dhn 
Variable Name gv,, 
For instance, when globalvariables node has six child nodes like g1' 2 , gv3 , g1'4 , gv10 , 
gv11 _ 1 , and gv11 , an instance of the decimal representation will be as follows: 
0 11100000100000000000·····11 
Next two rows in the decimal representation in figure 3 .15 show the information on the 
first function node which is the first child node of functions node. A decimal representation 
for a function node consists of two rows. The first row contains the information on a return 
1 hdr1 : header number 1 
2 gv1 : global variable type number 1 
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type and argument types. The second row contains the information on local variable 
information and control type information. Table 3.3 and Table 3.4 show the mapping 
relationship for return types and argument types, and the mapping relationship for local 
variable types and control types, respectively. 
Table 3.3: The mapping relationship for return types and argument types in a decimal representation 
Position 
Type atn-k-1 atn-k 
Table 3.4: The mapping relationship for local variable types and control types in a decimal representation 
Position 
Type It 5 I 
dc'n 
ct n-k-1 ctn-k 
For example, suppose that a return type is rt2 , argument types are at2 , at3 , and atn-k, 
where type at2 , at3 , and atn-k appear 2, 3, and 4 times, respectively, and suppose that there 
are lt 2 , lt7 , and ltk as local variables, where each variable appears in the function 2, 3, and 7 
times, respectively. Finally, ct1 , ct 2 , and ct n-k-i exist, and occurrences are 1, 1, and 4 times, 
respectively. The decimal representation for the function having this information will be 
generated as follows: 
.__ Return type _,.. .__ 
01000000·····00 
02000030·····07 
.__Local variables _,.. 
k 
Arguments 
Control types 
The total rows in a decimal representation for a tree structure with n different function 
nodes are 
3 rt1 : return type number 1 
4 at 1 : argument type number 1 
5 /t1 : local variable type number l 
6 ct1 : control type number 1 
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{
1: headers node 
2 + 2·n=2(n+1) ·: 
1: globalvariables node 
The other function nodes in the tree structure are also transformed to two rows for each 
function node in a decimal representation as the same as those of the first function node. 
3.4. Extracting Control Sequences from an XML Document using XQuery 
In this section, the extracting method for control sequences from an XML document 
using XQuery will be discussed. In section 3.3, we have extracted information on headers, 
variables, and functions. Even though, the decimal representation on functions is containing 
some control information used in some functions, it is not enough to detect plagiarism in 
programming source just because it is depending on the number of controls. In order for the 
XML plagiarism detection model to have more accurate results, we have to deal with control 
sequences appearing in some functions. To do this, the XML plagiarism detection model 
extracts control sequences from an XML document using XQuery. 
XQuery is made up of FL WR expressions, and a FL WR expression is constructed from 
FOR, LET, WHERE, and RETURN clauses, which must appear in a specific order. The 
syntax of FL WR is as follows: [XQueryl.O] 
FLWRExpr ::= 
ForClause ::= 
LetClause ::= 
WhereClause ::= 
(ForClause I LetClause)+ WhereClause? "RETURN" Expr 
"FOR" Variable "IN" Expr (","Variable "IN" Expr)* 
"LET" Variable":=" Expr (","Variable":=" Expr)* 
"WHERE" Expr 
A FL WR expression binds values to one or more variables and then uses these variables 
to construct a result. Figure 3.16 shows the overall flow of data in a FL WR expression 
[XQueryl.O]. 
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FOR/LET Clauses 
WHERE Clauses 
RETURN Clauses 
Ordered list of tuples 
of bound variables 
Pruned list oftutples 
of bound 
Instance of XML 
Query data model 
Figure 3.16: Flow of data in a FL WR expression [Xquery 1.0] 
DEFINE FUNCTION control_summary (ELEMENT $s) RETURNS ELEMENT 
{ 
<control> 
{ 
FOR $ss IN $s//controltype 
RETURN 
{ 
</control> 
<type>{$ss }</type> 
control_ summary($ss) 
<xqueryresult> 
{ 
<function> 
LET $doc := document("sourcecode.xml") 
FOR $func IN $doc/functions/function 
RETURN $func/name 
{ 
<control sequence> 
{ 
</function> 
FOR $s IN document("sourcecode.xml")//block 
RETURN control_summary($s) 
</ contro )sequence> 
</xqueryresult> 
Figure 3.17: An XQuery to extract control sequences from an XML document 
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In the XML plagiarism detection model, the XQuery shown in Figure 3 .17 is used to 
extract control sequences from an XML document. The XQuery defines a function, 
control_summary, to extract control types. This function is recursively called from the 
XQuery in <contra/sequence> element. The result of the XQuery is also an XML document 
starting with <xqueryresult>, and ending with </xqueryresult> tags. The first FL WR 
expression in <xqueryresult> element is extracting <name> element that is a child element 
of <function> element. After extracting a name element of a function, the XQuery starts 
extracting control sequences as recursively calling control_summary function. Each control 
type is wrapped with <control> and </control> tags, and <control> element with control 
type will be returned to the calling function. As we can see, <control> element may have a 
lot of nested <control> elements as child and/or grandchild elements. 
Select_Sort 
mr 
:fur 
if 
Figure 3.18: An example ofXQuery result 
References: 
N: name 
<xqueryresult> 
<function> 
<name>Select Sort</name> 
<controlsequence> 
<control> 
<type>for</type> 
</control> 
<control> 
<type>for</type> 
<control> 
<type>for<type> 
<control> 
<type>if<type> 
</control> 
</control> 
</control> 
<control> 
<type>fo r</type> 
</control> 
</controlsequence> 
</function> 
</xqueryresult> 
C: control X: xqueryresult 
F: function S: controlsequence 
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Figure 3 .18 shows an example of XQuery results 7 when applying the XQuery suggested 
in Figure 3.17 to extract control sequences from functions. As we can see, the result is also 
an XML document starting with <xqueryresult> and ending with <lxqueryresult> tags as 
mentioned earlier. The reason that the XML plagiarism detection model is keeping the 
control sequence is because program sources written in a procedural programming language 
can be seen as a sequence of controls (or logics). Therefore, if the extracted control 
sequences or logics are very similar in two given XML documents, then the possibility that 
one of two source programs might be a copy is very significantly high. Even though the 
XML plagiarism detection model ignores some information in the first level detection such 
as contents, names of arguments, and so on, it can provide an efficient plagiarism detection 
model as finding similar control sequences. 
In section 3.3, we have generated a decimal representation from an XML document. The 
decimal representation is containing some information on the program source such as header 
information, global variable information, the function information, and so on. The function 
information in the decimal representation is only containing the number of each control type 
appearing in the function. It is not sufficient information to find any similarities between 
given two functions. Therefore, it is necessary for the XML plagiarism detection model to 
add more detail information on the functions in addition to the decimal representation for the 
frame of an XML document. As the final step of this section, the XML plagiarism detection 
model generates decimal sequence information on functions. Each control type has its unique 
decimal number as shown in Table 3.5. The unique decimal number given to each control 
type is depending on programming languages, meaning that decimal numbers may be 
different based on the programming languages. In order to generate a decimal representation 
for a function, the size of n array is used in the XML plagiarism detection model. In the XML 
plagiarism detection model, the depth first search method is adopted to extract the control 
sequence for a given function. Each control number is assigned to a slot in the array in order 
of the control types appearing in the function. 
7 The result shown in Figure 3.18 is a part of an XML result when applying the XQuery illustrated in Figure 
3.17 to the XML document ofmax_min_sort.xml in Appendix D. 
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Table 3.5: The unique decimal numbers assigned to control types 
Control Type 
Dec. Number 1 2 3 4 n-1 n 
Suppose the control sequence in a function is containing ct1, ct2 , ct1, ct3 , ctm-k, ct1, ct"', 
ctk. The decimal representation for this control sequence will be a decimal sequence shown 
in Table 3.6. As seen in the table, the first eight slots are assigned to the decimal numbers 
based on the control types, and the slots that are not assigned control types are filled with 
number 0, meaning no more control types. The decimal representation for a control sequence 
will be used with decimal representation for the frame of an XML document to detect more 
specific plagiarism in computer programming. 
Table 3.6: A decimal representation for a control sequence 
Slot Number I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 n-1 n 
Dec.Number 1 2 3 m-k 1 m k 0 0 0 
Control Type Cf1 ct2 ct1 Cl3 ctm-k ct1 ctm ctk 
For instance, let us consider an XML document shown in Figure 3.13. In the example, the 
control sequence will be determined using the depth first search method as shown in Figure 
3.19. The control sequence based on the depth first search will be for, for, for, if, and for. 
The decimal representation for the control sequence will be as follows: 
1 2 3 4 5 n 
111410000000000000000 ... 000 
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if 
4 
Figure 3.19: The depth first search to determine the control sequence in a function 
shown in Figure 3 .18 
References: 
X: xqueryresult 
F: function 
3.5. Similarity Calculation 
N: name C: control 
S: controlsequence 
Up to this point, we have discussed the ways to generating an XML document from a 
given program source, generating a tree structure from the XML document, generating a 
decimal representation for the tree structure, and extracting a decimal representation from a 
control sequence using an XQuery. Especially, irt the last two sections, we have generated 
two decimal representations: the one for the tree structure which contains whole information 
on a program source, and the other one for the information on control sequences of functions 
in the program source. 
In this section, the integrated decimal representation and the calculation method will be 
introduced. The XML plagiarism detection model combines two decimal representations as 
an integrated decimal representation. In the XML plagiarism detection model, the integrated 
decimal representation is named IDR8. Since IDR is containing two decimal representations 
8 IDR is an abbreviation of Integrated Decimal Representation. 
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and each decimal representation is 2-dimensional array, we can consider IDR as a matrix. An 
IDR might be depicted as shown in Figure 3.20. 
dal da2 da3 dan-1 don 
dbl dh2 dh3 dhn-1 dbm 
[~" 
cd12 cd13 cdln-1 'd·· 1 del de2 de3 den-I den de'I de'2 de'3 de'n-1 de'n cd21 cd22 cd23 cdin-1 cdin OP(IDR) 
ddl dd2 dd3 ddn-1 ddn 
cdml cdmi cdm3 cdmn-1 cdmn 
dd'l dd'2 dd'3 dd'n-1 dd'n 
dml dm2 dm3 dmn-1 dmn 
dm'I dm'2 dm'3 dm'n-1 dm'n 
dal da2 d.3 dan-1 dan h1 hi hk hk+I hk+2 h,, 
dbl dh2 dh3 dhn-1 dhm gl g2 gk gk+l gk+2 gn 
del de2 de3 den-1 den 'it r12 'ik a11 a12 aln-k 
de'I de'2 de'3 de'n-1 de'n 111 112 l1k C11 C12 C1n-k 
cd11 cd12 cd13 cdln-1 cd1n cd11 cd12 cd1k cd1k+t cdu+2 cdln 
ddl dd2 dd3 ddn-1 ddn rz1 r12 rzk a21 a22 azn-k = = 
dd'I dd'2 dd'3 dd'n-1 dd'n 121 122 l2k Cz1 Czz Czn-k 
cd21 cd22 cd23 cd2n-1 cd2n cd21 cd22 cdzk cd2k+1 cd2k+2 cd2n 
dml dm2 dm3 dmn-1 dmn rml rm2 rmk aml am2 amn-k 
dm'I dm'2 dm'3 dm'n-1 dm'n /ml /m2 /mk Cml Cm2 cmn-k 
cdm1 cdm2 cdm3 cdmn-1 cdmn cdm1 cdm2 cdmk cdmk+) cdmk+2 cdmn 
Figure 3.20: Integrated decimal representation from two decimal representations 
In Figure 3.20, the operation, OP(IDR) , is defined as follows: 
CSMatrix[m, n]: Control Sequence Matrix 
PSMatrix[2(m+l), n]: Program Source Matrix 
IDRMatrix[3m+2, n]: IDR Matrix 
int p = 3 /*row position of IDRMatrix */ 
IDRMatrix[3m+2, n] =null 
MatrixCopy(PSMatrix[l..2, l..n], IDRMatrix[l..2, 1..n]) 
for i = 1 tom 
int sr = (i+ 1)*2 /*second row of PSMatrix */ 
int fr = sr - 1 I* first row of PSMatrix *! 
MatrixCopy(PSMatrix[sr.fr, l .. n], IDRMatrixr,p, ++p, 1 .. n] 
MatrixCopy(CSMatrix[i, l..n], IDRMatrix[ ++p, l..n] 
endfor 
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The right hand side IDR result shown in Figure 3.20 is representing a more detailed 
structure of IDR matrix. As we have discussed in previous sections, the notations, h; and g,, 
are a header and a global variable whose position is ith, respectively. The first two rows are 
representing the information on headers and global variables in a given source program. The 
third, fourth, and fifth rows are containing the information on the first function of the 
program source. In the third row, r 11 , r 12 , • • • , r 1k, a 11 , • • ·, a 1n-k , the first k elements are the 
information on the return type of the first function in the given source program, and the 
second n-k elements are the information on the argument types in the function, respectively. 
In the fourth row, l1pl12 ,···,l1k,c1p···,c1n-k, the first k elements are containing the 
information on the local variables in the first function, and the second n-k elements are 
containing the information on the control types. In this row, the information on the control 
types is only the number of controls appearing in the function. In the fifth row, 
cd11 , cd12 , • • • , cd1n , n elements are containing the information on the sequence of controls in 
the first function. The rest of rows in the IDR matrix is containing the information on the rest 
functions as the same as the way of the first function. 
Since we can generate an IDR matrix from a tree structure, we can also apply arithmetic 
calculations to get similarities between two given trees. If there exist two tree structures to be 
compared, each tree can be seen as the form of matrices as shown in Figure 3 .21. 
hl h2 h, hk+l hk+2 
'· 1 
h' h'2 h" h'J.:+1 h'k+2 ... h'. l 
gl g2 g, gk+l gl+2 g, g'l g'2 g', g"+l g'k+2 g'. 
r11 r12 rlk a11 a12 a!n-k r'11 r'12 ' 111; a'11 a\2 ... a'ln-!· 
111 112 11, C11 C12 cln-k l\1 1'12 I\, c\1 c\2 c'in-k 
cd11 cd12 cdu cd1t+1 cd1,+2 cdln cd'11 cd'12 cd\, cd'i,+1 cd'1t+2 cd\. 
' ' r':.k a'21 a'22 a'1n-k A= '21 '21 r2k G21 a" a2n-k B= r 21 r 1'2 
' 121 122 121 C21 C22 C2n-k /'2! r.22 "" c'21 c 22 c'ln-k cd21 cd22 cd" cd2k+1 cd,,.2 cd2n cd'21 cd'22 cd'2, cd'1k+I cd'2k+l cd'2• 
rml rm2 rmk aml am1 amn-k r'p1 r'p1 r'pt a'pl a'p1 a' pn-i· 
/ml /m2 /mk cml cm1 cmn-k /'pl /'p2 /'pk c'p1 c'p1 c' pn-k 
cdml cdm2 cdmk cdmk+l cdmk+2 cdmn cd'P1 cd'P2 cd'P, cd'p,.1 cd'pt:+2 cd'pn 
Figure 3.21: IDR matrices for two given program sources, A and B 
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In Figure 3.21, the program sources A and B are represented as (m + 2) x n and 
(p + 2) x n matrices, respectively. We can think that finding the similarity of the headers is 
to find how many same headers appear in both A and B program sources. Therefore, the 
similarity of headers is depending on the result of the multiplication of the first row of IDR 
matrix A and the transpose of the first row of IDR matrix B as shown in Figure 3 .22. In this 
thesis, we name the result HeaderVaf. 
HeaderVal = A[l][l..n]x BT[l][l..n] 
( ) ( ' , ' , )T = h1 h2,···,hn-I hn X h1 h2,···,hn-I hn 
i=I 
b. = I I { l if h = h'. = 1 
' 0 otherwise 
Figure 3.22: Header value (Header Val) between IDR matrix A and B 
As applying the strategy of getting the header value, Header Val, to get the intermediate 
value for global variables, we can calculate the value for global variables since it is also 
depending on the result of the multiplication of the second row of IDR matrix A and the 
transpose of the second row of IDR matrix B. Figure 3.23 shows the way to calculate the 
Globa!Val for global variables between two IDR matrices A and B. 
Globa/Val = A[2][1 .. n] x Br [2][1 .. n] 
=(gl g2, .. .,gn-l gn)x(g; g~, .. ·,g~-1 g~t 
n 
=Ig,·g; 
i=l 
Figure 3.23: Global value (Globa/Val) between IDR matrix A and B 
9 Header Val is an intermediate value before calculating the similarity of headers between two IDR matrices 
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When trying to get similarities between functions, we need to carefully apply this strategy 
since we cannot guarantee whether the first function of IDR matrix A has any relationships 
with the first function of IDR matrix B. Therefore, to find similarities between functions, 
every function in IDR matrix A should be compared to every function in IDR matrix B. Each 
result will be various depending on the contents of the rows of matrices. One possible 
method is to choose the maximum result, and considers it as an intermediate value before 
calculating the similarity for the functions. 
RetVal =Max( {x I A[3a ][1..k] x BT [3b ][1..k ], Is as ; , 1 s b s ~}) 
Arg Val = Max( { x I A[3a] [ k + I .. n] x Br [3b] [ k + 1 .. n], I s a s ; , I s b s ~}) 
Loe Val = Max( { x I A[3a + I] [I .. k] x B 7 [3b + I] [I .. k], I s a s ; , I s b s ~}) 
( 
k I m p) =Max {xl:Llw·lb,, lsas-,lsbs-} 
1=1 3 3 
Ctr/Val= Max({x I A[3a + l][k + 1..n]x B 1 [3b + l][k + 1..n], 1 s as m, 1 s b s p}) 
3 3 
= Max { x I L c ai • c h1 ' 1 s a s -:; ' I s b s -} ( n , m p) 
l=k+1 .) 3 
Ctr/Seq Val= Min({x I ~]A[3a + 2, i]- B[3b + 2, i]J, 1 s as m, 1 s b s p }) 
/=] 3 3 
Figure 3.24: Intermediate values between IDR matrix A and B 
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In the XML plagiarism detection model, intermediate values are introduced as a previous 
step before calculating the similarity between two given source programs. In addition to the 
intermediate values introduced above-HeaderVal and Globa!Val, RetVal, ArgVal, LocVal, 
Ctr/Val, and Ctr/Seq Val, representing intermediate values for a return value, argument types, 
local variables, control types, and control sequences, respectively, are defined as shown in 
Figure 3.24. 
RetVal is the maximum value among multiplications of return elements in IDR matrix A 
and the transpose return elements ofIDR matrix B with k elements. RetVal should be either 0 
or 1 since every function has its only one return type. ArgVal is an intermediate value for the 
similarity of argument types. ArgVal can be calculated as same as that of RetVal. Loe Val and 
Ctr/Val are representing intermediate values for the similarity of local variables and control 
types in functions, respectively. The way to get the intermediate values for similarities is 
similar to the way of calculating each intermediated value except Ctr/Seq Val. Ctr/Seq Val is 
an intermediate value for the similarity of control sequence. Since each control sequence is 
containing a decimal sequence representing the order of control types, the similarity between 
two given control sequence may be calculated as comparing two decimal numbers whose 
positions are same in the sequences. If the control types, cdik and cd1k at the kth position in 
IDR matrices A and B are same, the difference cdik and cd1k , lcd;k - cd1k I should be 0. In the 
other hand, if two values are similar, for example, for and while, but they are not same, then 
the difference cd,k and cd,k will be close to 0. Therefore, if two control sequences are exactly 
same, Ctr/Seq Val will be 0. 
Up to this point, we have calculated intermediate values. These intermediate values, 
however, are ranged from 0 to an unknown certain bound. Therefore, the XML plagiarism 
detection model needs to normalize these intermediate values as ranging them form 0 to 1. 
Figure 3.25 shows the normalized intermediate values. 
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NormHdrVal = hfactor x Header Val= . [ n n 
1 
J 
Mm Lhi, Lh i 
i=l i=l 
Header Val 
Global Val NormG/bVal = gfactor x Globa/Val = --------n 
NormRetVal = RetVal 
NormArgVal = afactor x ArgVal 
ArgVal 
n 
L (Max(aai, a'bi ))2 
i=k+I 
NormLocVal =/factor x Loe Val 
Loe Val =--------k 
L (Max(! ai, l' bi ))2 
i=k 
NormCtr/Val = cfactor x Ctr/Val 
Ctr/Val 
n 
L (Max(c ai, c' bi ))2 
i=k+I 
L(Max(gi, g'i))2 
i=l 
1sasm,1sbsp 
3 3 
1sasm,1sbsp 
3 3 
lsasm,1sbsp 
3 3 
1 NormCSVal = csfactor x Ctr/Seq Val=------
Ctr/Seq Val + 1 
Figure 3.25: Normalized intermediate values 
In order to get the similarity between two IDR matrices A and B, the XML plagiarism 
detection model combines the normalized intermediate values as shown in Figure 3 .26. 
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sim = (Wh ·NormHdrVal +Wg ·NormGlbVal +Wr ·NormRetVal +W0 ·NormArgVal 
+ Wi · NormLocVal +We· NormCtr/Val +Wes· NormCSVal) 
= (Wh, Wg, Wr, W0 , JVi, We, Wes)• (NormHdrVal, Glb/V al, NormRetVal, 
NormArg Val, NormLoc Val, NormCtr/V al, NormCSVal) 
Figure 3.26: Similarity between two IDR matrix A and B 
References: 
Wh: weight for HeaderVal 
Wg : weight for GlobalVal 
weight for RetVal 
weight for ArgVal 
Wi : weight for Loe Val 
weight for CtrlVal 
weight for CtrlSeqVal 
As seen in Figure 3.26, the final similarity might be calculated as the summation of the 
normalized intermediate values for headers, global variables, and so on. Even though each 
calculated similarity is significantly used to detect plagiarism, the level of importance will 
vary from a similarity to a similarity. For example, a similarity of functions might be 
considered as more important similarity compared to that of headers. Therefore, each 
similarity can have its weight value wx 10, and the total sum of the weights should be 1 as 
follows: 
Figure 3.27 shows an algorithm used in the XML plagiarism detection model to calculate 
the similarity between two given IDR matrices. 
10 Wx is representing the weights for each normalized intermediate value. 
hsim: header similarity 
fsim: functions similarity 
asim: argument type similarity 
csim: control type similarity 
fiofsim: function to function similarity 
SimilarityFindingAlgorithm 
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A[l..m + 2][1..n] =getMatrix(SourceTree) 
B[l .. p + 2] [l .. n] =getMatrix( T argetTree) 
gsim: global variable similarity 
rsim: return type similarity 
lsim: local variable similarity 
cssim: control sequence similarity 
maxftofsim: max offtofsim 
hsim = hfactor x (A[l][I..n] x Br[l][l..n]) 
gsim = gf'actor x (A[2][1..n] x BT [2][1..n]) 
for i = 3 to m+ 2 step 3 
for j = 3 top+ 2 step 3 
rsim = if actor x ( A[i][I .. k] x BT [j][l .. k]) 
asim =a/actor x (A[i][k + l.J7] x B1 [j][k + 1..n]) 
lsim=/factorx (A[i + l][l..k]x B1 [j + 1][1..k]) 
csim = cfactor x (A[i + l][k + 1..n] x BT[j + l][k + 1..n]) 
cssim =cs/actor x JA[i + 2][1 .. n] x BT[j + 2][1 .. n]J 
flofsim = rsim + asim + lsim + csim + cssim 
ifjtofsim > maxftofsim then 
maxftofsim = ftofsim 
end if 
end for 
nurrfsim~(i - 2) I 2 J] = nurrftofsim 
nurrftofsim = 0.0 
end for 
fsim = Avg(maxflofsim[1 .. n I 2] 
sim = (Wh x hsim + Wg x gsim + W1 x fsim) 
EndSimilarityFindingAlgorithm 
Figure 3.27: An algorithm to calculate similarity between IDR matrix A and B 
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4. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
This chapter describes the system architecture of the XML plagiarism detection 
system-XPDec. XPDec system is consisting of three layers: Tagging& Treeing Layer, 
XQuerying& Decimalization Layer, and Analyzing Layer. Each layer is independent 
and hidden to each other to give flexibilities for implementing the system. Since 
plagiarism detection systems are generally spending much time to comparison files, 
the paralyzed comparison subsytem will be discussed as well as standalone XP Dec 
system architecture. 
4.1. XPDec System Layers 
XPDec system is consisting of primary three main layers: Tagging& Treeing Layer, 
XQuerying& Decimalization Layer, and Analyzing Layer. Figure 4.1 depicts the three layers 
ofXPDec. 
Tagging& Treeing Layer 
XQuerying& Decimalization Layer 
Analyzing Layer 
Figure 4.1: Three layers of XPDec system 
In the system architecture, each layer is hidden to each other to provide flexibilities to 
implement layers independently. The purpose of Tagging& Treeing Layer is to generate an 
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optimized tree structure from a given source program. As the intermediate information 
container, XML architecture is used. The XML structure is a bridge between the tree 
structure and the program source. The purpose of XQuerying& Decimalization Layer is to 
generate the decimal format for the tree structure. If we can generate a decimal format for the 
source program, then the similarity between two given source programs can be easily shown 
in a number using arithmetic calculations. The last layer-Analyzing Layer is to calculate the 
similarity between two given sources based on the similarity finding formulas discussed in 
Chapter 3. 
In the following subsections, each layer will be discussed in more detail. As discussed in 
the previous chapters, the comparisons between given source program files frequently occur, 
and the performance suffers. In order to solve this problem, Analyzing Layer in the XPDec 
system will be paralyzed. 
4.2. Tagging& Treeing Layer 
Tagging& Treeing Layer is made of three subsystems: Tagging& XML Generating 
System, Tree Generating System, and Tree Restructuring System. Figure 4.2 shows the 
subsystems of Tagging& Treeing Layer in the XPDec system. 
Program Source File 
Tagging& XML 
Generating System 
Tree Generating 
System 
Tree Restructuring 
System 
Final Tree Structure 
Tagging 
Info. 
Restructuring 
Info. 
Figure 4.2: Tagging& Treeing Layer 
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The first subsystem in Tagging& Treeing Layer is Tagging& XML Generating System. 
The program source is passed to Tagging& XML Generating System as an input to generate 
an XML document for the given source program. When an XML document is generated for 
the given source program, the Tagging& XML Generating System references a dictionary-
Tagging Info. The dictionary is containing tagging information such as mapping relations 
between types in a program language and names of tags. For example, a Fortran source 
program should be tagged in different names compared to tags for C or C++. After tagging 
the program source using XML notations based on Tagging Info dictionary, it generates an 
XML document. In the XML document, all comments in the program source are removed to 
make the document lighter. As mentioned in Chapter 3, the comments may be used to find 
any plagiarism. But they might not be significant clues to detect plagiarisms in computer 
programming. Removing all comments in the program sources helps the XPDec system to 
deal with lighter program sources without losing the ability to detect plagiarisms in computer 
programming. The generated XML document is used as an input of the Tree Generating 
System, the second subsystem in Tagging& Treeing Layer. Tree Generating System generates 
a tree structure for the given XML document. Since every XML document can be 
transformed into its equivalent tree structure, the generated tree structure based on the XML 
document is containing whole information on the XML document without losing any 
information. In the XPDec system, the tree structure generated by Tree Generating System is 
called FDT1• Even though FDT contains whole information on the XML document, it is not 
efficient to deal with directly FDT because of many redundancies of tags. Therefore, the 
XPDec system needs a subsystem to modify the FDT from the Tree Generating System. The 
subsystem that modifies the FDT is Tree Restructuring System. Tree Restructuring System 
receives an FDT from the upper subsystem, and restructures the FDT to RT2. When the 
subsystem modifies the FDT, it uses Restructuring Info dictionary containing the modifying 
information such as which nodes should be combined and removed without losing any 
meanings of the FDT. The purpose of the Tagging& Treeing Layer in the XPDec system is to 
1 First Draft Tree 
2 Restructured Tree 
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generate an optimized tree structure from an XML document containing information on the 
given source program. The optimized tree structure will be used as an input of XQuerying& 
Decimalization Layer. 
4.3. XQuerying& Decimalization Layer 
The second layer of the XPDec system is XQuerying& Decimalization Layer. This layer 
1s consisting of five distinct subsystems: XML Regenerating System, XQuery System, 
Decimal Generating System for an RT, Decimal Generating System for Control Sequence, 
and IDR Matrix Generating System. In the XQuerying& Decimalization Layer, two 
dictionaries are used to provide information to two decimal generating systems. 
XQuery System 
Decimal Generating 
System for Control 
Sequence 
Sequence 
Format Info 
RT 
XML Regenerating 
System 
IDR Matrix 
Generating System 
IDR Matrix 
Decimal Generating 
System for RT 
Decimal 
Format Info 
Figure 4.3: XQuerying& Decimalization Layer 
Figure 4.3 shows subsystems in XQuerying& Decimalization Layer. As it can be seen, 
the RT from the upper layer will be provided to two sub systems as an input. XML 
Regenerating System receives the RT from the upper layer, and regenerates an XML 
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document for the RT. The regenerated XML document is also equivalent to the RT, and it is 
containing exactly same information that the original XML document has, even though the 
structures are slightly different. The other subsystem, Decimal Generating System for the RT, 
receives the RT, and extracts a decimal representation for the RT. The decimal representation 
is containing the information that we discussed in Chapter 3. The result of the subsystem will 
be integrated with the result of Decimal Generating System for Control Sequence. The 
Decimal Generating System for RT uses a dictionary named Decimal Format Info. This 
dictionary contains the information on decimal format such as which positions are 
representing global variables or the relationship between types and positions. The third 
subsystem is XQuery System. What XQuery System does in this layer is to extract control 
sequences from the result provided by XML Regenerating System. XQuery System gives an 
XML query discussed in Chapter 3 over the modified XML document. It returns the query 
result to Deciaml Generating System for Control Sequence. The result from the XQuery 
System is also an XML document. Since the result from XQuery System is an XML 
document, it can be also generated to its equivalent tree structure. As the Decimal Generating 
System for RT is generating an decimal representation for the RT, Decimal Generating 
System for Control Sequence generates an decimal representation for the XQuery result 
based on Sequence Format Info dictionary containing the information such as the relationship 
between the position in the sequence and types, assigned numbers for control types, and so 
on. The last subsystem in this layer is IDR Matrix Generating System. 
As we can see in Figure 4.3, the results from two decimal generating systems are used in 
the IDR Matrix Generating System as inputs. As discussed in Chapter 3, a decimal 
representation for an RT (or program source) is a (2m + 2) x n matrix, where m is the number 
of functions, and a decimal representation for control sequences for the XQuery results (or 
functions in a given source program) is a m x n matrix. IDR Matrix Generating System 
integrates two given matrices into an IDR matrix containing two matrices. Therefore, the 
result of this layer will be an IDR matrix. 
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4.4. Analyzing Layer 
The last layer in the XPDec system is Analyzing Layer. Analyzing Layer is consisting of 
a subsystem, Matrix Analyzing System, and Weight Info dictionary as shown in Figure 4.4. 
Weights 
Info 
Matrix Analyzing 
System 
Result 
Figure 4.4: Analyzing Layer 
Target IDR 
Matrices 
Matrix Analyzing System calculates the similarities between the IDR matrix and target 
IDR matrices using several formulas that were discussed in section 3.5 in Chapter 3. When 
calculating the similarities, it refers to Weights Info dictionary. As we discussed in the 
previous chapter, the importance of similarities may be different from a similarity to a 
similarity. Weights Info dictionary maintains the weights information on similarities such as 
headers similarity, global variables similarity, functions similarity, and so on. 
As integrating all layers of which the XPDec system is consisting, the system architecture 
of the XPDec system may be depicted as shown in Figure 4.5. 
XQuery System 
Decimal Generating 
System for Control 
Sequence 
Sequence 
Format Info 
Weights 
Info 
Restructuring 
Info. 
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Program Source File 
Tagging& XML 
Generating System 
Tree Generating 
System 
FDT 
Tree Restructuring 
System 
..RL ... 
XML Regenerating 
System 
Decimal Generating 
System for RT 
!DR Matrix 
Generating System 
Matrix Analyzing 
System 
Result 
Decimal 
Format Info 
Figure 4.5: System architecture of the XPDec system 
Tagging 
Info. 
Layer 1 
Layer 2 
Layer 3 
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4.5. Parallel Comparison System 
As discussed in previous chapters, comparisons between two source documents are 
frequently occurred, and the performance suffers. To solve this problem, the subsystem in the 
Analyzing Layer of the XPDec is paralyzed. The Matrix Analyzing System in the Analyzing 
Layer of the XPDec can be replaced with the Parallel Comparison System as shown in Figure 
4.6. The Parallel Comparison System reads some files from source directory, and writes the 
comparison results in result directory. It also generates log files that are containing messages 
related to the works, including what happened during a processor worked. Each processor in 
the system makes its own log file. As will be mentioned in Chapter 5, the size of a log file 
might be large, therefore, the performance might be decreased if LOG mode3 turned on 
during the processing time. 
Log files 
Parallel 
Comparison 
System File I .. File n 
Result files 
Figure 4.6: Parallel Comparison System 
Figure 4. 7 shows the paralyzed comparison part in the Parallel Comparison System. First 
processor 0 reads the first file, and loads it into a memory. After loading the data from the 
first file, it sends the data to processor 1 through processor p-1. Processor 2 loads file 2, 
processor 3 loads file 3, and so on. Each processor receives data from processor 0, and 
compares with the data which it loaded using a comparison algorithm. If the data loaded by 
processor Pi is not the last data, processor 2 through processor p-1 reads unread files, and 
compares the data received from processor 0 with the data loaded by each processor. This 
3 Parallel Comparison System provides two modes, DEBUG mode and LOG mode. 
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work is continued until there is no unread file left. Figure 4.8 depicts an algorithm showing 
how the paralyzed comparison system in the XPDec works. 
File k 
Processor I File k+ I, File k+p, ... 
Processor 0 
Processor 2 File k+ 2, File k+p+ 1, ... 
Fi/el .. File n Processor p File k+p-1, File k+2p-l, ... 
Figure 4.7: Processors in Parallel Comparison System 
ParalyzedComparisonAlgorithm 
njile: the total number of files 
p: the total number of processors 
rank: the current rank 
for i = I to nji/e-1 
if (rank == 0) then 
source = read(ith file) 
send(source, l..p-1) 
for j = i+ I to njile 
if (O+rank) > njile) then 
continue 
else 
target= read((i+rank)th file) 
end if 
result= SimilarityFindingAlgorithm(source, target) 
write( result) 
endfor 
end if 
endfor 
EndParalyzedComparisonAlgorithm 
Figure 4.8: Paralyzed Comparison Algorithm 
In this paralyzed algorithm, some processors might be in idle states. To prevent some 
processors from having duplicated data and duplicated processing, it is unavoidable. If 
possible, we have to find an algorithm that satisfies the least idle time of processing and the 
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least duplication of comparisons. But the lesser the idle time of processors achieved, the 
more the duplication of comparisons are happened, and vice versa. 
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5. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS 
This chapter shows the implemented XPDec system and results. XPDec system has 
been developed using Java SDK 1.4 and it has been tested on Windows 2000. At the 
end of this chapter, test results of the XML plagiarism detection model including the 
parallel version and serial version of the XPDec will be discussed, respectively. 
5.1. Developing Environment 
The current version of XPDec system is 2002.09.26 1• The developing environment is 
shown in Table 5.1. 
Table 5.1: Developing Environment 
Specification 
OS Platform 
1-lard\Vare Platform 
Programming Language 
XML Parser 
Covered Language 
Description 
Windo\Vs 2000 
Intel Pentium III 600Ml-lz 
Java SOK 1.4 
Apache Xerces Java XML Parser 1.4.4 
c 
The current XPDec system is supporting to find plagiarisms in programming sources 
written in C language. In the following section, each subsystem discussed in Chapter 4 will 
be shown how each system has been developed. 
5.2. Subsystems in XPDec 
Figure 5.1 shows the XPDec system when it is executed. As we discussed in Chapter 4, 
XPDec system is consisted of three layers and each layer is containing several subsystems. In 
1 Version Type: Year.Month.Day 
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subsections, Subsection 5.2.1 through Subsection 5.2.6, implemented subsystems will be 
discussed 
Figure 5.1: The XPDec System 
5.2.1. Source Loading System 
Source Loading System is one of subsystems in the first layer, Tagging& Treeing Layer 
of XPDec. As its name, Source Loading System loads a program source written in C. Figure 
5 .2 shows Source Loading System of XPDec. The source program loaded by Source Loading 
System is shown in the left hand side text panel. The information on the loaded source 
program is shown in the File Info table. This information includes a file name, last modified 
date, file size, the number of lines, and so on. 
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~ ~ctlon Qptkin '!!81P 
[Cf·~ _ ~-filK{i;}gfiT~f [i Tlxl ____________ .. _ ... -·------·-----·---·--·-···-· ---~------~----
( source ! 
;;;;;;:;:;;;;:;:;:;;;::;:;:;;;;;:;:;;;;:;;:;:;:;;:;;;;;;;::;:;;:;:;:;;:;;;;::;:;;;;::;;;;;:;:;;;;:;;-------------------------r ... ;r .• 1,.fleln(o.-.. --.. -·----·-----·1 
~ j! .. ! This program is to taltulate Max and Min ofl\t/o given 
integers, and to sort given inleger array using selction and 
insertion sorting methods. 
include <stdio.Ii~ 
define FIJNCTION_MIN 0 
'ef1ne FIJNCTION_lllAX 1 
oef1ne NUM_ELEMENTS 10 
id Mall'_Min(intl) 
int nFirst, 19 the first input number •1 
int nsecond; f" the second input nurnber •1 
prin!f("\nlnput the first nurnller = "); 
scanfi'.bd", &nFirst); 
pnn!f("lnput the second number= "); 
scanfi'%d", &nSecond); 
if(f== FVNCTION_ll!AX) r- ChetK If the user chooses the max function "1 
{ 
if(nFirsl • nSecond) 
{ 
prinlf('Max(%d, %d) = %tfin". nFirst, nSecond, nFirsl); 
) 
else if(nFlrst == nSecond) 
{ 
f' Message Window ....... _ .... _ .................... .. 
i Dec•>> XML Plagiarism Detec-tion System 
! :?Dec ,,,,, File Open munu clicked 
· '<11 Name Content !I! 
~1 ! File Name 'sample c 
~!! Path -~·D.IXpdeci.sou. , i 
;: i 01a1 Line 155 i 
'i' ~ii 
111 
~I 
----- ------; Ill _ -- -- -------- ---~ r----~-1 
"'' .. ·-.. -.. - ..... -..... - .. -..... -... -..... -..... -..... -... -... -.... -.... -.... -.... -.... -..... -..... -..... -..... -----------.. -..... = ..... = ..... -..... -..... -...... -.... -. -... -.... -..... -..... -..... -... --... --.... -..... -..... ------... -~. i.l L 1 
Figure 5.2: Source Loading System 
5.2.2. Tagging& XML Generating System 
Figure 5.3 shows Tagging& XML Generating System. Tagging& XML Generating 
System tags the loaded source program using XML notations, and generates an XML 
document for the program source. When it generates an XML document, it validates the 
XML document using an XML Schema2 . In Figure 5.3, the left hand side text panel is 
showing the XML Schema and the right hand side text panel is the tagged source file (or 
XML document). The information on the opened XML Schema and the generated XML 
document are shown on the right-most information table. 
2 The XML Schema used in XPDec system can be referred to List D.2 in Appendix D. 
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<?xml version=·1.o· encoding="UTf·S-?> i .... i• •?>:ml version=·1.0"?> . ~ : !fffe Info..---.................. ____ ... , 
<!- edited wrth XML Spy v4.3 U {hltp:Ji\ltw,umlspy.t i ~ •taggedSourte icmlnnsi="httpJ/lwffl'.w3.orgJ200 lfXlolLStt.ema-instance" .:s1.n0Namesp d! Name Content ~ l 
<H"/3C Schema generated by XML 8pyv4.3 U (httpj ;: <tieader• ~. i i··· File N. ame :.sample c tag~ .. ! 
qs.stl1ema xmlns:xs=·httpJJWW>N.wJ.orgf2001t<M4 '· •· •headerName• )!! Path · D.IXpdec\taq-~. ! 
"'XS: element name=" argumenr'> i stdio.h ~ j otal Line ·654 ; 
-xs:complexType> j <lheaderName> ~ I i f!!.~_§@ ... __ ..:.J1JQ.!?.'ll_~-~___: j 
==:~~~~:;r !1 =~=:~;~~~ON_~N r~C c~~~~'.'··
2
·· · ··' ·.· ·. • .. 11., 
<xs:e!ernent name="arguments"> i ~= «lvariableName> ':ii ..................................... _ _ 
~~~~?~!~·m-· :;:' ... !_ . · ··, ~~.~~@~~;~. li~~it~I 
><xs:choice maxOccurs="un FllNCTION_MAX ::!j !ritable Yes §! 
•xs:element ref;;:"lo <!Variab leName~ ;!; · d 
_,~:;J?:~=:L :;~::€~~~,,·~~ ; !_•.•.I.,! ··-···· I.I, ·4-rr~-m~-. c;·/~ i: 4 -· . -- -.. --.~ . • . . - - ...................... - -
Dec»> Tagging munu Clicked 
Tagging source successfully done. 
Tagged source info. successfully loaded. 
Schema info suc~esstu ltyloaded. 
Figure 5.3: Tagging& XML Generating System 
5.2.3. Tree Generating System and Tree Restructuring System 
l 
·~
Figure 5 .~ shows Tree Generating System and Tree Restructuring System. These two 
tree-generating systems are in the first layer of XPDec. Tree Generating System generates a 
tree structure for the XML document generated by Tagging& XML Generating System. In 
the figure, the left hand side panel shows the tree generated by Tree Generating System. As 
we discussed in Chapter 4, it is called FDT in the XPDec system, and this tree has a lot of 
redundancies. As we can see in the figure, for example, the node for Globalvariable is 
appearing as many times as the number of global variables. Therefore, we need to restructure 
the FDT to an optimized tree since it is not a good idea to deal with FDT directly. Tree 
Restructuring System generates an optimized tree structure from the FDT. The optimized tree 
structure is shown in the right hand side tree panel in the figure. Even though the 
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redundancies are removed, two trees are equivalent, that is, the optimized tree contains whole 
information that the FDT has. The information about two trees is shown in the Original Tree 
Info and Modified Tree Info tables, respectively. 
Tree Tagged ~ce 
taygedSource \ • :: taggedSourte 
~ [j header lfl ; ~ [j headers 
D headerNarne , . . D stdio.h 
D stdio h i ;, ~ [j gtobalVariables 
(j g1obafvar1able , ,: &- [j 11ari«ble 
'i' [j vanable ; :' & [j variable 
'f C'.h-araible 'T';pe : :; e-[j variabie-- -
D define i i: 'f [j functions 
lit Cl variableName ,, i :: 'P [j function 
D FVNCTION_llllN ! l' e>- Ll relumType 
r.. "lobafllariable l 0- Ll tunct1onName 
~ ~~1::;:1n1ervre I i·! ~ r;a~~~:1~:n1 
D define I ', ','. ~ [j block 
'f [j variableNarne tp [j localVariables 
D FlJNCTlON_MAK I ii c;. [j varlable 
[j glotia1variab1e : :: & [j variable 
r.. [j 
1 
:, ;: Go [j contents t variable 
f d varalbleType ! i: : ~ ~~~!:~:: 
D define i ;. e-[j contents 
~ [j ~rl~~~N-~~:MENTS .i ~.-:_: &-[j control 
LJ ~ [j lllOCli 
~ Ll l'UntliOn : ''. €>- Ll control 
~ Cl returnT)·pe ' " ~ [j blotk 
D void I 1 :: & [j contents 
-.-a..=.-.w~-. :' :;;;·: :: 0-Llton1ro1 
~- : Ir Modified Tree rnro. ·---·-··- ............ 1 
" d! Name Content ~! 
W Root Notle ~.ineoSou~ce i 
~ ~11 Cn1ltlren of R .. 3 _ I 
di Depth otTree 9 i 
. ill ~i.~]~~~:===~~~~==~~~:~.! 
II! 
ll[~l<ffWa---~! 
<i! Name Content !il 
11 e~~~~f "~I 
~~!! 
~!; 
• ~i~ ·····-····~-·-··-··--...... ----···· · · ···· · · · --~; 
Dec »> setDotumentlocator called. 
.. -- . . - - -
·················-·····1 
l 
I 
startDocumentloca1or called 
endDocumentLocator called. 
i • Dec "'"'" Successfutiy, .itsggedisample.c.tagged.xml, parsed 
Figure 5.4: Tree Generating System and Tree Restructuring System 
5.2.4. XML Regenerating System and Decimal Generating System 
XML Regenerating System and Decimal Generating System are subsystems in the 
second layer of XPDec 'system. Figure 5.5 shows an XML document and its decimal 
representation generated by XML Regenerating System and Decimal Generating System, 
respectively. The regenerated XML document is generated based on the optimized tree. From 
the generated XML document, Decimal Generating System generates a decimal 
representation for the XML document. As we discussed in Chapter 4, a decimal 
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representation will be integrated with a decimal representation for control sequences to 
generate an IDR matrix. 
•?xrnl version:·1.0"?> ... • O. 0, 0, 0, 0. 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1. 0, 0, 0. 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
•tagged801,1rcexrnlns:xsi="hltp:lfwHN.W3.orgl20011XMLSthema-insta ~ O. 0, 0, O. 0. 0, O. 0, O. 3, 0, O. 0, 0, O. 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
<headers> ) 1, 0, 0, 0, 0. 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1. 0, 0, O. 0, 0, 
stdio.h : o. 0, 0, 0, 2. 0, 0, 0. O. 0, S. 0, 0, 0, 0. 0, 0, 0. o. 0, 
<!headers• ~ 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2. 0, O. 0, 0, 0, 
<globalVariables" ; • 0, 0, 0, 3, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 4. 0, 0, 0. 0, 0, 
<variable> i , 0, o. 0, 0. 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, O. 0, 2, 0, 0, o. 0, 0, 
•varaibleType> ~ o. 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, o, 3, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
define ; 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
•lvara1bleType> · 0, 0, 0, 0, 2, 0, O. 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, o. 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
<variableName» 
FUNCTION_MIN 
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Figure 5.5: XML Regenerating System and Decimal Generating System 
5.2.5. Decimal Generating System for Control Sequence 
Figure 5.6 shows the extracted control sequences from the XML document and the 
decimal representation for the control sequences. In order to extract the control sequences, 
XQuery System in the secbnd layer is integrated into Decimal Generating System for Control 
Sequence. The XML query discussed in Chapter 3 is implemented in Decimal Generating 
System for Control Sequence. When the XPDec system was implemented, there were no 
systems supporting the XML query to be embedded in the XPDec system. The XML query 
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generating control sequences from a given XML document is basically designed in the basis 
of the XML Query Use Cases 3provided by World Wide Web Consortium (W3C4). 
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Figure 5.6: Decimal Generating System for Control Sequence 
In the figure, left hand side text panel shows what kinds of control types appeared in 
functions in a given program source, and right hand side text panel shows the decimal 
representation for the control sequences. This decimal representation for control sequences 
will be merged by IDR M~trix Generating System-a subsystem in the second layer ofXPDec, 
with the decimal representation for the XML document generated by Decimal Generating 
System. 
5.2.6. IDR Matrix Generating System 
3 http://www.w3.org/TR/200l/WD-xmlquery-use-cases-2001-06-08 
4 http://www.w3c.org 
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Figure 5.7 shows an IDR matrix generated by IDR Matrix Generating System. In the 
figure, two tables in left hand side table panel show decimal representation for a given 
program source (top table) and decimal representation for control sequences for the program 
source (bottom table), respectively. By the rule generating an IDR matrix, discussed in 
Chapter 3, the IDR matrix for two given decimal representations is shown in the right hand 
side table panel in the figure. 
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Figure 5.7: IDR Matrix Generating System 
5.2. 7. Matrix Analyzing System 
Matrix Analyzing System is a subsystem in layer 3 of XPDec system. Figure 5.6 shows 
an analyzed data from two given IDR matrices. In Result panel, the comparison result 
between two IDR matrices is shown in the form of ratio as follows: 
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S . . / . calculated Similarity zmza rzty = ---------
Maximum Similarity 
Therefore, as the overlapped parts between two matrices increase, the similarity is 
approaching to the Maximum Similarity. Analyzed Data table in the figure shows more 
detailed analyzed data. This data table is including all comparisons between functions as well 
as headers and global variables. The right hand side tables show information about each 
program source such as header information, global information, and each function 
information, and so on. 
i Dec '"" Successfully loade<S 
! Dec,... Loading the linal similiri!y result 
! PDec >H Successfully loaded .. ! Dec,.,.. Loading the data is done. 
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Figure 5.8: Matrix Analyzing System 
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5.3. Results 
In this section, the results generated by XPDec system will be discussed. In order to test 
the XPDec system, 15 program sources are tested using XPDec. Those program sources are 
modified versions of the origin source provided in Appendix D5. In the test, 6 different 
categorized tests are used as shown in Table 5.2. 
Table 5.2: Test Categories 
Category 
Category I 
Category 2 
Category 3 
Category 4 
Category 5 
Category 6 
Description 
Reordering 
Comment Changing 
Unnecessary Headers' Addition 
Function Name Changing 
Unnecessary Statements' Addition 
Variable Name Changing 
In the first 4 categorized tests, XPDec system identified all plagiarized program sources 
in the categories as identical program sources compared to the origin program source. 
Figure 5.9 shows the results. As we can see, the test results for category! through category 4 
are indicating all 1. It means that XPDec system considers all program sources in these 
categories are identical each other. 
The reason that XPDec system identifies all source programs in these 4 categories as 
identical source programs is because of the detection rules adopted in XPDec system. Since 
XPDec system uses an XML document, and the document is used to generate a tree 
structure. The tree structure does not consider any orders in its structure. For the comment 
changing plagiarism, XPDec system does not keep all comments in a given source program, 
that is, it removes all comments. Even though comments have been changed as many as it 
can be, XPDec system does not consider them. Therefore, those two program sources are 
considered as identical by the XPDec system. For the unnecessary headers' addition, XPDec 
system uses minimum base header plagiarism detection rule that is different from the other 
detection rules. If one program source contains a lot of headers and the headers of the other 
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Category 1 Category 2 Category 3 Category 4 
Figure 5.9: Results for category 1 through category 4 
program source are subset of the first source program, XPDec system considers that these 
two header formations are identical. For the function name changing, XPDec system does 
not contain any names for the functions. It only considers the prototype of each function 
such as the return type, argument types, local variable types, control sequences and so on. 
Therefore, even though the names of two functions are different, the two functions are 
considered as identical functions if the prototypes are identical. 
Figure 5.10 shows the result for category 5 test. In this category test, unnecessary 
statements are added to the origin source program. The added statements are including some 
local variables, global variables, general program statements such as printing statements, 
and so on. As we can see in the figure, XPDec system has good results for the test. As 5% 
statements are more added to the origin source program, the detection rate is only decreased 
by at most 4%. The average detection rate is decreased by only 2% as 5% additional 
statements are added to the origin program source. The results for the category 5 might be 
dependent on what kinds of statements have been added to the origin statements because 
additional control sequences can affect the results compared to the general programming 
statements. But, from the programming viewpoints, different control sequences may be 
5 Refer to the List D.1 in Appendix D 
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considered as different program source. As we discussed in Chapter 2, most plagiarized 
program sources are not beyond the changing control sequence level. 
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Figure 5.11: Results for category 6 
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Figure 5 .11 shows the result for the category 6 test. In the test, variable names are 
changed as much as 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100%, respectively. In the test set, the origin 
source program is containing 3 global variables, and 18 local variables. As we can see in the 
result, XPDec system considers the variable-changed program sources as identical programs 
regardless of the changing percentage. The reason that XPDec system considers those 
variable name changed programs as identical is based on the rules that XPDec system is 
adopting. XPDec system is not interested in the names of variables or functions. Instead, it 
is interested in the types that specify the variables or functions. 
In Chapter 4, we have discussed that the paralyzed XPDec system. Since plagiarism 
detection system has a lot of comparison between given program sources, we need to 
paralyze the core comparison part in the XPDec system to raise the performance of the 
system. 
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Figure 5.12: Average processing time of Paralyzed XPDec system 
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Figure 5.126 shows average processing times when debug and log mode are false, and 
when debug and log modes are turned on, respectively. In Figure 5.12, Avg(l) is an average 
processing time including a processing time of processor 0. But, as it can be seen in 
Appendix E, processor 0 did not spend much time to processing. Thus, we need another 
average time except processing time of processor 0. Avg(2) is the average processing time of 
the other processors. Avg(2) values of the top graph in Figure 5.12 are decreased as the 
number of processors are increased as desired. Interestingly, the bottom graph in Figure 5.12 
shows that A vg(2) values are increasing as the number of processors are increasing. The 
reason is that the most processing time of processors when debug and log modes are turned 
on are spent to write messages on log files. Since each processor maintains its log file, and 
file processing requires much more time than communication time between processors or 
internal calculation time, the increasing processing time is unavoidable if the number of 
processors is increased under the algorithm shown in Chapter 4. 
Table 5.3 shows a performance comparison between standalone XPDec system and 
XPDec system including the Parallel Comparison System. 
Table 5.3: System comparison 
Systems Files Comparison Time (sec.) 
Standalone XPDec 2 1 0.751 
Paralyzed XPDec 12 66 1 
The standalone XPDec system was run on Windows 2000 with Pentium III 600MHz. 
Even though the system environment might not be compared to Cray T3E system, the 
approximate time to process 66 comparisons might take 50 seconds. 
6 Figure 5 .12 is based on the results shown in Appendix E. Refer to Appendix E for more information. 
Paralyzed XPDec system provides two different modes-DEBUG and LOG modes. When LOG mode is tum on, 
each processor maintains its log file. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
XML plagiarism detection model suggested in this thesis has a lot of good.feature to 
detect plagiarisms in computer programming as using XML. Meanwhile the merits, it 
has a weak point to distinguish nested structures of control sequences from flat 
structures of control sequences. In this chapter, the conclusions, problems of XML 
plagiarism detection mode, and future work will be discussed. 
6.1. Conclusions 
In this thesis, XML plagiarism detection model has been introduced. As using XML, 
XML plagiarism detection model can have a lot of merits that tree structure has. Reordering 
plagiarism, for example, can be easily detected without using any special routine as just 
removing orders given to nodes. As we discussed in Chapter 1, plagiarism detection systems 
for programming can be divided into two groups based on the mechanism that each detection 
system adopted: attribute-counting metrics based systems and structural metrics based system. 
XML plagiarism detection model adopted both mechanisms to deal with the programming 
plagiarism. XML plagiarism detection model preserves all attributes used in a program 
source such as global variables, local variables, control types, and so on. Those attributes are 
used in constructing the decimal representation (or matrix) for the XML document generated 
based on a given program source. For the structural metrics, XML plagiarism detection 
model extract prototypes fro each function, instead of preserving variable strings such as 
function names. Since the prototypes may not be changed significantly in plagiarized 
program source, keeping the prototypes and comparing their structures can give a rise of 
accuracy to detecting any similarities between given program sources. The prototypes are 
elements in the decimal representation of the XML document. As combining the two 
mechanisms, XML plagiarism detection model maintains the decimal representation matrix 
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for attribute-counting metrics and structural metrics. As we have seen in Chapter 2, the 
plagiarism detection systems that use the combined mechanism (attribute-counting and 
structural metrics) have more high accuracy than using only either attribute-counting metrics 
based mechanism or structural metrics based mechanism. 
Even though the plagiarism detection systems adopting the combined mechanism have a 
good performance, they might give wrong results if they do not have a routine dealing with 
control sequences. Since the control sequences in programming might be considered as a 
heart of the program, the results form plagiarism detection systems might mot be reliable in 
defining whether the given program source are highly identical if they are not dealing with 
the control sequences of the program source. Therefore, plagiarism detection systems should 
adopt a mechanism to process the control sequences. In the XML plagiarism detection model, 
an XML query is used to extract control sequences from each function. Since an XML 
document is used in the XML plagiarism detection model as an intermediate data exchange 
mechanism, the XML query suggested in Chapter 3 can be easily applied over the XML 
document. This mechanism provided good results as we have seen in the previous chapter. 
Even though the current implemented XML query systems are not enough to deal with 
the working draft provided by the World Wide Web Consortium, the complete versions will 
be released in near future. It means that we can have a mechanism to extract the summarized 
information for the XML documents as long as we can generated XML documents from 
given program sources. 
We have seen that adopting the XML technology to a plagiarism detection model can 
provide a lot of good features to detect programming plagiarisms. Meanwhile the XML 
plagiarism detection model has good results to finding plagiarisms in computer programming, 
it has a weak point to distinguish the flat structure of control sequences from the nested 
structure of control sequences. Figure 6.1 shows an example. In the figure, assume that a part 
of program source in left hand side is an origin source and right hand side is the suspected 
program source, but it is not plagiarized program source. 
Ori2in Source 
if(x==a) 
{ 
} 
if(x==b) 
{ 
} 
if(z==c) 
{ 
} 
for(i==O; i < k; i++) 
{ 
Control Sequence 
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Suspected Source 
if(x==a) 
{ 
if(y==b) 
{ 
if(z==c) 
{ 
for(i==O;i<k;i++) 
{ 
Control Sequence 
if if if for x x x x x x x 
Figure 6.1: Two different sources, but same control sequences 
As we can see in the figure, the two decimal representations for two control sequences 
are identical even though the control structures are definitely different. The reason that the 
XML plagiarism detection model cannot distinguish the flat structure from the nested 
structure of a control sequence is that it does not maintain the information whether the 
structure of a control sequence is a nested structure or not. 
Even though the XML plagiarism detection model does not have a mechanism to deal 
with distinguish the control sequence structure types, it will provide good enough results to 
detecting plagiarism in computer programming because it might be a very rare case to 
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transform a source program using nested control structures into a plagiarized program source 
using flat control structures as the control sequences are identical. 
6.2. Future Work 
As mentioned in Chapter 5, the current XPDec system is supporting C programmmg 
language only. Therefore, XPDec system needs to be extended to deal with the other 
procedural programming languages. Even though the used terminologies between procedural 
programming languages are different from a procedural programming language to the others, 
the idea used in the XML plagiarism detection model can be easily transformed to other 
procedural programming languages. 
As we discussed in the previous section, the current XPDec system does not have a 
mechanism to distinguish the control sequence structure if the structure is a nested structure 
or not. Therefore, XPDec system needs to adopt a mechanism to distinguish the structure 
types for control sequences. 
Current most plagiarism detection systems are providing services over the Internet. In order 
for the XPDec system to provide a web-based serves, many additional work should be done 
to the current XPDec system. Therefore, the XPDec system will be opened to all people who 
want to extend or modify the XPDec system in the source level to increase the performance 
for their goals. 
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APPENDIX A: STUDENT SURVEY SUMMARY 
Table A.l: Student Survey Summary (%) [Simon et al., 200 I] 
Not a problem Minor Problem Serious Problem Don't Know 
Questions 
2 3 4 5 6 7 0 
Cheating on tests and assignments at UNR is a 13.9 11.0 10.1 19.8 8.1 4.1 2.7 30.4 
problem 
Students download papers from the Internet and 12.0 8.3 6.4 10.5 5.3 3.4 2.0 52.0 
submit as their own 
Students plagiarize on written assignments 8.0 13.0 9.6 18.1 8.8 5.1 2.0 35.4 
Students submit as their own, work that was 7.2 10.0 8.6 16.5 11.5 6.9 3.1 36. l 
written previously by other students 
Students copy each other's science lab 10.5 10.2 10.9 15.6 12. l 9.0 8.7 23.0 
assignments 
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APPENDIX B: SUMMARY OF WRITTEN-TEXT PLAGIARISM DETECTION SYSTEM 
Table B.1: Summary of text-base plagiarism detection systems [Bull et al.] 
Name 
Developer 
Features 
Name 
Developer 
Features 
Name 
Developer 
Features 
Name 
Developer 
Features 
Findsame 
Digital Integrity (http://www.digital-integrity.com) 
Web-based content search tool 
Detects material cut and pasted from the Internet 
Low technical reliability due to single-portal access 
Operates with browser and Internet connection 
EVE2 
CaNexus (http://www.CaNexus.com) 
A tool that content searches the Internet 
Detects material cut and pasted from the Internet 
Operates on PC (Windows) only 
Not so easy to rollout on a wide scale 
Plagiarism.org 
iParadigms (http://www.iParadigms.com) 
Web-based subscription service 
Detects material cut and pasted from the Internet 
Captures material shared between users and integrates into 
database 
Captures papers bought from paper-mills and integrates into 
database 
Low technical reliability due to single-portal web access 
CopyCatch 
CFL Software Development 
(http://www.CopyCatch.freeserve.co.uk) 
A program that content searches uploaded Word documents 
Detects material shared between users 
Fast, quick results, though reliant on local content only 
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Table B.1: Summary of text-base plagiarism detection systems (continued) 
Name 
Developer 
Features 
Word CHECK 
WordCHECK Systems (http://www.WordCHECKsystems.com) 
A program that content searches uploaded Word documents 
Detects material shared between users 
Fast, quick results, though reliant on local content only 
Difficult to use to fight term paper mills because of the need to 
build own archives 
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APPENDIX C: ATTRIBUTE COUNTING METRICS 
Table C.1: Attribute Countin Metric of ACCUSE 
Variable Measure 
A1 Total lines 
A1 Code lines 
A3 Code comments lines 
A4 Multiple statement lines 
A5 Constants and types 
A6 Variables declared (and used) 
A1 Variables declared (and not used) 
As Procedures and functions 
A9 var parameters 
A11 Value parameters 
A12 Procedure variables (includes 9 and l 0) 
A13 for statements 
A14 repeat statements 
A15 while statements 
A16 goto statements 
A17 Unique operators 
A1s Total operators 
A19 Total operands 
A20 Indenting function 
Table C.2: Attribute Countin Metric of Donaldson, Lancaster, and S 
Variable Measure 
Total number of variables 
Total number of subprograms 
Total number of input statements 
Total number of conditional statements 
Total number of loop statements 
Total number of assignment statements 
Total number of calls to subprograms 
Total number of B2 • • • B7 
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Table C.3: Attribute Countin Metric of Ber hel and Sallach's s stem 
Variable Measure 
J; Code lines 
f2 Total lines 
h Continuation statements 
f4 Keywords 
fs real variables 
!6 integer variables 
!1 Total variables 
fs Assignment statements (initialization) 
f9 Assignment statements 
fio Declared reals 
Iii Declared integers 
li2 Total operators 
J;3 Total operands 
fi4 Unique operators 
/is Unique operands 
Table C.4: Attribute Countin Metric of STYLE 
Variable Measure 
Total number of non comment characters 
Percentage of embedded spaces 
Number of reserved words 
Number of identifiers 
Total number of lines 
Number of procedures/ functions 
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Table C.5: Attribute Countin Metric of Faidhi and Robinso's s stem 
Variable 
ms 
m6 
m1 
ms 
m9 
m10 
m11 
mi2 
m13 
m19 
m10 
m11 
m12 
m13 
m24 
Measure 
Number of characters per line 
Number of comment lines 
Number of indented lines 
Number of blank lines 
Average procedure/function length 
Number of reserved words 
Average identifier length 
Average spaces percentage per line 
Number of labels and gotos 
Variety of identifiers 
Number of program intervals 
Number of colors used in coloring the control flow graph 
Number of vertices colored with color 3 m coloring the 
control flow graph 
Number of vertices colored with color 4 m coloring the 
control flow graph 
Program structure percentage 
= J 00 X Ne /(Ne+ Nse + N 1 + Nf) 
Program simple expression structure percentage 
=] 00 X Nse /(Ne + Nse + N 1 + N f) 
Program term structure percentage 
=lOOxN, /(Ne +N.,e +N, +Nr) 
Program factor structure percentage 
=I 00 x Nf /(Ne+ Nsc + N, + Nf) 
Program impurity percentage: percentage of impurities 
Module contribution percentage 
Number of modules 
Conditional statement percentage 
Repetitive statement percentage 
Number of program statements 
References: Ne= Number of expressions 
N = Number of terms t 
N.,e = Number of simple expressions 
Nf = Number of factors 
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Table C.6: Attribute Countin Metric of Jankowitz's System 
Variable Measure 
Number of code lines 
Number of variables used 
Number of reserved words 
Number of assignment statements 
Number of if statements 
Number repeat/while statements 
Number of for statements 
Number of case statements 
Number of with statements 
Number of procedure and function calls 
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APPENDIX D: SAMPLE SOURCE PROGRAM AND XML DOCUMENTS 
List D.l: Sample Program Source 
/*********************************************************************** 
This program is to calculate Max and Min of two given integers, and to sort 
given integer array using selection and insertion sorting methods. 
***********************************************************************/ 
#include <stdio.h> 
#define FUNCTION_MIN 
#define FUNCTION_MAX 
#define NUM ELEMENTS 
void Max_Min(int t) 
{ 
0 
I 
10 
int nFirst; 
int nSecond; 
I* the first input number */ 
I* the second input number */ 
printf("\nlnput the first number = "): 
printf("lnput the second number = "); 
scanf("o/od", &nFirst); 
scanf("o/od", &nSecond); 
if(f= FUNCTION_MAX) 
{ 
I* Check if the user chooses the max function */ 
if(nFirst > nSecond) 
printf("Max(o/od, o/od) = o/od\n", nFirst. nSecond, nFirst); 
else if(nFirst = nSecond) 
print~"Max(o/od, 0/od) = o/os\n", nFirst, nSecond, "Same"); 
else if(nFirst < nSecond) 
printf("Max(o/od, o/od) = o/od\n", nFirst, nSecond, nSecond); 
} 
else if(f= FUNCTION_MIN) /*Check if the user chooses the min function*/ 
{ 
if(nFirst > nSecond) 
printf("Min(o/od, o/od) = o/od\n", nFirst. nSecond, nSecond); 
else if(nFirst = nSecond) 
printWMin(o/od, o/od) = o/os\n", nFirst. nSecond, "Same"); 
else if(nFirst < nSecond) 
printf("Min(o/od. o/od) = 0/od\n", nFirst. nSecond. nFirst): 
void Select_Sort(int a[], int n) 
{ 
int min; 
int minindex; 
inti, j; 
/*variable to be storing the minimum value*/ 
I* variable to be storing the index for min*/ 
printf("Before selection sorting ... \n"): 
for(i = O; i < n-1; i++) 
printf("o/od ", a[i]); 
printf( "\n "); 
for(i = O; i < n-1; i++) 
minindex = i; /*initializing the minimum index*/ 
min= a[i]; 
forU = i+ I; j < n; j++) { 
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if( min> a[j]) /* if min is greater than jth value. then exchange */ 
{ 
min= a[j]; minindex = j; 
} 
a[minindex] = a[i]; a[i] =min; 
} 
printf("After selection sorting ... \n"); 
for(i = O; i < n-1; i++) 
printf("o/od ", a[i]); 
printf("\n"): 
void lnsert_Sort(int a[]. int n) 
{ 
inti. j, t; 
printf("Before insertion sorting ... \n"); 
for(i = 0; i < n-1; i++) 
printf("o/od ", a[i]); 
printf("\n"); 
for(i =I; i < n; i++) { 
t = a[i]: j = i; 
while(a[j-1] > t && j > 0) /* seeking the position to insert*/ 
{ 
a[j] = a[j-1]; /*moving the value backward*/ 
j--: 
} 
a[j] = t; /* inserting the value in jth position*/ 
printf("After insertion sorting ... \n"): 
for(i = O; i < n-1; i++) 
printf("o/od ". a[i]); 
printf("\n"); 
int main() { 
int nFunction; 
int array[]= { 10. 23, 3, 14, 69, 17, 27. 20, 2. 9}; 
pri n tf(" ----------------------------------------------\n"); 
printf(" Function List \n"); 
printf( "----------------------------------------------\n"); 
printf(" I :MAX 2:MIN\n"); 
printf("3:Select Sort 3:Insert Sort\n"); 
printf( "---------------------------------------------\n"); 
printf("Which function do you want to test[ 1-4]? "); 
scanf("o/od", &nFunction); 
switch(nFunction) { 
case I: Max_Min(FUNCTION_MAX); break; 
case 2: Max_Min(FUNCTION_MIN); break; 
case 3: Select_ Sort( array, NUM_ELEMENTS); break; 
case 4: Insert_Sort(array, NUM_ELEMENTS); break: 
default: printf("You have a wrong number!!\n"); break; 
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List D.2: XML Document for Sample Program Source: max_min_sort.xml 
<?xml version="1.0"?> 
<taggedSource xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
xsi:noNamespaceSchemalocation=''programSchema.xsd"> 
<headers> stdio.h </headers> 
<globalVariables> 
<variable> 
<varaibleType> define</varaibleType> 
<variableName>FUNCTION_MIN</variableName> 
</variable> 
<variable> 
<varaibleType> define</varaibleType> 
<variableName>FUNCTION_MAX </variable Name> 
</variable> 
<variable> 
<varaibleType> define </varaibleType> 
<variableName>NUM_ELEMENTS </variableName> 
</variable> 
</globalVariables> 
<functions> 
<function> 
<return Type>void</return Type> 
<functionName>Max_Min</functionName> 
<arguments> 
<argument> 
<argumentType>int </argumentType> 
<argumentName> f </argumentName> 
</argument> 
</arguments> 
<block> 
<localVariables> 
<variable> 
<varaibleType> int </varaibleType> 
<variableName>nFirst</variableName> 
</variable> 
<variable> 
<varaibleType> int</varaibleType> 
<variableName>nSecond</variableName> 
</variable> 
</localVariables> 
<contents> 
<content>printf( &quot; \nlnput the first number =&quot; )</content> 
</contents> 
<contents> 
<content>scanf(&quot;%d&quot;&amp;nFirst)</content> 
</contents> 
<contents> 
<content>printf(&quot;lnput the second number =&quot;)</content> 
</contents> 
<contents> 
<content>scanf(&quot;%d&quot;&amp;nSecond)</content> 
</contents> 
<control> 
<controlType>if </controlType> 
<contents> 
<content>(f == FUNCTION_MAX)</content> 
</contents> 
</control> 
<block> 
<control> 
<controlType>if </controlType> 
<contents> 
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<content>(nFirst&amp;gt nSecond) </content> 
</contents> 
</control> 
<block> 
<contents> 
<content>printf(&quot;Max(%d %d) = %d\n &quot;nFirst nSecond nFirst)</content> 
</contents> 
</block> 
<control> 
<controlType>if </controlType> 
<contents> 
<content>(nFirst == nSecond)</content> 
</contents> 
</control> 
<block> 
<contents> 
<content>printf(&quot;Max(%d %d) = %s\n&quot;nFirst 
nSecond&quot;Same&quot;) </content> 
</contents> 
</block> 
<control> 
<controlType> if </controlType> 
<contents> 
<content>(nFirst&amp; It nSecond) </content> 
</contents> 
</control> 
<block> 
<contents> 
<content>printf( &quot;Max(%d %d) = %d\n &quot;nFirst nSecond nSecond)</content> 
</contents> 
</block> 
</block> 
<control> 
<controlType>if </controlType> 
<contents> 
<content>(f == FUNCTION_MIN)</content> 
</contents> 
</control> 
<block> 
<control> 
<controlType>if </controlType> 
<contents> 
<content>(nFirst&amp;gt nSecond)</content> 
</contents> 
</control> 
<block> 
<contents> 
<content>printf(&quot;Min(%d %d) = %d\n&quot;nFirst nSecond nSecond)</content> 
</contents> 
</block> 
<control> 
<controlType>if </controlType> 
<contents> 
<content>(nFirst == nSecond)</content> 
</contents> 
</control> 
<block> 
<contents> 
<content>printf(&quot;Min(%d %d) = %s\n&quot;nFirst nSecond&quot;Same&quot;) 
</content> 
</contents> 
</block> 
<control> 
<controlType>if </controlType> 
<contents> 
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<content>(nFirst&amp;lt nSecond)</content> 
</contents> 
</control> 
<block> 
<contents> 
<content>printf( &quot;Min(o/od o/od) = o/od\n&quot;nFirst nSecond nFirst)</content> 
</contents> 
</block> 
</block> 
</block> 
</function> 
<function> 
<returnType>void</returnType> 
<functionName>Select_Sort</functionName> 
<arguments> 
<argument> 
<argumentType>int </argumentType> 
<argumentName>a[)</argumentName> 
</argument> 
<argument> 
<argumentType>int </argumentType> 
<argumentName>n </argumentName> 
</argument> 
</arguments> 
<block> 
<localVariables> 
<variable> 
<varaibleType> int</varaibleType> 
<variableName>min</variableName> 
</variable> 
<variable> 
<varaibleType> int</varaibleType> 
<variableName>minindex</variableName> 
</variable> 
<variable> 
<varaibleType> int</varaibleType> 
<variableName>i</variableName> 
</variable> 
</localVariables> 
<contents> 
<content>printf( &quot; Before selection sorting ... \n&quot; )</content> 
</contents> 
<control> 
<controlType>for</controlType> 
<contents> 
<content>(i = 0 i&amp;lt n-1 i++)</content> 
</contents> 
</control> 
<block> 
<contents> 
<content>pri ntf( &quot; o/od&quot; a[i])</content> 
</contents> 
</block> 
<contents> 
<content>printf( &quot;\n&quot; )</content> 
</contents> 
<control> 
<controlType>for</controlType> 
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<contents> 
<content>(i = 0 i&amp;lt n-1 i++)</content> 
</contents> 
</control> 
<block> 
<contents> 
<content>minindex = i</content> 
</contents> 
<contents> 
<content>min = a[i] </content> 
</contents> 
<control> 
<controlType>for</controlType> 
<contents> 
<content>U = i+1 j&amp;lt n j++)</content> 
</contents> 
</control> 
<block> 
<control> 
<controlType>if </controlType> 
<contents> 
<content>(min&amp;gt a[j])</content> 
</contents> 
</control> 
<block> 
<contents> 
<content>min = a[j] </content> 
</contents> 
<contents> 
<content>minindex = j</content> 
</contents> 
</block> 
</block> 
<contents> 
<content>a[minindex] = a[i]</content> 
</contents> 
<contents> 
<content>a[i] = min </content> 
</contents> 
</block> 
<contents> 
<content>printf(&quot;After selection sorting ... \n&quot;) </content> 
</contents> 
<control> 
<controlType>for</controlType> 
<contents> 
<content>(i = 0 i&amp;lt n-1 i++)</content> 
</contents> 
</control> 
<block> 
<contents> 
<content>printf(&quot;%d&quot;a[i])</content> 
</contents> 
</block> 
<contents> 
<content>printf( &quot;\n&quot;) </content> 
</contents> 
</block> 
</function> 
<function> 
<returnType>void</returnType> 
<functionName>lnsert_Sort </functionName> 
<arguments> 
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<argument> 
<argumentType>int </argumentType> 
<argumentName>a[]</argumentName> 
</argument> 
<argument> 
<argumentType>int </argumentType> 
<argumentName>n </argumentName> 
</argument> 
</arguments> 
<block> 
<localVariables> 
<variable> 
<varaibleType> int</varaibleType> 
<variableName>i</variableName> 
</variable> 
</localVariables> 
<contents> 
<content>printf( &quot; Before insertion sorting ... \n&quot; )</content> 
</contents> 
<control> 
<controlType>for</controlType> 
<contents> 
<content>(i = 0 i&amp;lt n-1 i++)</content> 
</contents> 
</control> 
<block> 
<contents> 
<content>printf( &quot; o/od&quot;a[i])</content> 
</contents> 
</block> 
<contents> 
<content>printf( &quot;\n&quot;) </content> 
</contents> 
<control> 
<controlType>for</controlType> 
<contents> 
<content>(i = 1 i&amp;lt n i++)</content> 
</contents> 
</control> 
<block> 
<contents> 
<content>t = a[i]</content> 
</contents> 
<contents> 
<content>j = i</content> 
</contents> 
<control> 
<controlType>while </controlType> 
<contents> 
<content>(aU-1]&amp;gt t&amp;&amp;j&amp;gt O)</content> 
</contents> 
</control> 
<block> 
<contents> 
<content>aUJ = aU-1 ]</content> 
</contents> 
<contents> 
<content>j--</content> 
</contents> 
</block> 
<contents> 
<content>aUJ = t</content> 
</contents> 
</block> 
<contents> 
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<content>printf( &quot; After insertion sorting ... \n&quot; )</content> 
</contents> 
<control> 
<controlType>for</controlType> 
<contents> 
<content>(i = 0 i&amp;lt n-1 i++)</content> 
</contents> 
</control> 
<block> 
<contents> 
<content>printf( &quot;%d&quot;a[i])</content> 
</contents> 
</block> 
<contents> 
<content>printf( &quot;\n&quot;) </content> 
</contents> 
</block> 
</function> 
<function> 
<returnType>int</returnType> 
<functionName>main</functionName> 
<block> 
<localVariables> 
<variable> 
<varaibleType> int</varaibleType> 
<variableName>nFunction</variableName> 
</variable> 
<variable> 
<varaibleType> int</varaibleType> 
<variableName>array[] </variableName> 
</variable> 
</localVariables> 
<contents> 
<conte nt>pri ntf( &q uot;--------------------------------\n &quot;)</ content> 
</contents> 
<contents> 
<content>printf( &quot; Function List \n&quot; )</content> 
</contents> 
<contents> 
<content> pri ntf( &quot; --------------------------------\n&quot; )</content> 
</contents> 
<contents> 
<content>printf( &quot; 1: MAX 2:MI N\n&quot; )</content> 
</contents> 
<contents> 
<content>printf(&quot;3:Select Sort 3:1nsert Sort\n&quot;)</content> 
</contents> 
<contents> 
<co nte nt>p ri ntf( &quot;---------------------------------\n &quot;)</ content> 
</contents> 
<contents> 
<content>printf(&quot;Which function do you want to test[1-4]?&quot;)</content> 
</contents> 
<contents> 
<content>scanf( &quot; %d&quot; &amp; n Function )</content> 
</contents> 
<control> 
<controlType>switch</controlType> 
<contents> 
<content>( nF unction )</content> 
</contents> 
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</control> 
<block> 
<contents> 
<content>case 1: Max_Min(FUNCTION_MAX)</content> 
</contents> 
<contents> 
<content>break </content> 
</contents> 
<contents> 
<content>case 2: Max_Min(FUNCTION_MIN)</content> 
</contents> 
<contents> 
<content>break </content> 
</contents> 
<contents> 
<content>case 3: Select_ Sort( array NUM_ELEMENTS) </content> 
</contents> 
<contents> 
<content>break</content> 
</contents> 
<contents> 
<content>case 4: lnsert_Sort(array NUM_ELEMENTS)</content> 
</contents> 
<contents> 
<content> break </content> 
</contents> 
<contents> 
<content>default: printf(&quot;You have a wrong number! !\n&quot;)</content> 
</contents> 
<contents> 
<content> break </content> 
</contents> 
</block> 
</block> 
</function> 
</functions> 
</taggedSource> 
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List D.3: XML Schema 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<!-edited with XML Spy v4.3 U (http://www.xmlspy.com) by Seo-Young Noh (Iowa State University)-> 
<!--W3C Schema generated by XML Spy v4.3 U (http://www.xmlspy.com)-> 
<xs:schema xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" elementFormDefault="qualified"> 
<xs:element name="argument"> 
<xs:complexType> 
<xs: sequence> 
<xs:element ref="argumentType"/> 
<xs:element ref="argumentName"/> 
</xs:sequence> 
</xs:complexType> 
</xs:element> 
<xs:element name="argumentName" type="xs:string"/> 
<xs:element name="argumentType" type="xs:string"/> 
<xs:element name="arguments"> 
<xs:complexType> 
<xs:sequence> 
<xs:element ref="argument" maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 
</xs:sequence> 
</xs: complex Type> 
</xs:element> 
<xs:element name="block"> 
<xs:complexType> 
<xs:choice maxOccurs="unbounded"> 
<xs:element ref="localVariables"/> 
<xs:element ref="contents"/> 
<xs:element ref="control"/> 
<xs:element ref="block"/> 
</xs:choice> 
</xs:complexType> 
</xs:element> 
<xs:element name="content" type="xs:string"/> 
<xs:element name="contents"> 
<xs:complexType> 
<xs: sequence> 
<xs:element ref="content"/> 
</xs:sequence> 
</xs:complexType> 
</xs:element> 
<xs:element name="control"> 
<xs:complexType> 
<xs:sequence> 
<xs:element ref="controlType"/> 
<xs: element ref="contents"/> 
</xs:sequence> 
</xs:complexType> 
</xs:element> 
<xs:element name="controlType" type="xs:string"/> 
<xs:element name="function"> 
<xs:complexType> 
<xs:sequence> 
<xs:element ref="returnType"/> 
<xs:element ref="functionName"/> 
<xs:element ref="arguments" minOccurs="O"/> 
<xs:element ref="block"/> 
</xs:sequence> 
</xs:complexType> 
</xs:element> 
<xs:element name="functionName" type="xs:string"/> 
<xs:element name="functions"> 
<xs:complexType> 
<xs:sequence> 
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<xs:element ref="function" maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 
</xs:sequence> 
</xs:complexType> 
</xs:element> 
<xs:element name="globalVariables"> 
<xs:complexType> 
<xs:sequence> 
<xs:element ref="variable" maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 
</xs:sequence> 
</xs:complexType> 
</xs:element> 
<xs:element name="headers" type="xs:string"/> 
<xs:element name="localVariables"> 
<xs:complexType> 
<xs:sequence> 
<xs:element ref="variable" maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 
</xs: sequence> 
</xs:complexType> 
</xs:element> 
<xs:element name="returnType" type="xs:string"/> 
<xs:element name="taggedSource"> 
<xs:complexType> 
<xs:sequence> 
<xs:element ref="headers"/> 
<xs:element ref="globalVariables"/> 
<xs:element ref="functions"/> 
</xs:sequence> 
</xs:complexType> 
</xs:element> 
<xs:element name="varaibleType" type="xs:string"/> 
<xs:element name="variable"> 
<xs:complexType> 
<xs:sequence> 
<xs:element ref="varaible Type"/> 
<xs:element ref="variableName"/> 
</xs:sequence> 
</xs:complexType> 
</xs:element> 
<xs:element name="variableName" type="xs:string"/> 
</xs:schema> 
List D.4: XQuery Result 
<xqueryresult> 
<function> 
<name>Max_Min</name> 
<controlsequence> 
<control> 
<type>if</type> 
<control><type>if</type></control> 
<control><type>if</type></control> 
<control><type>if</type></control> 
</control> 
<control> 
<type>if</type> 
<control><type>if</type></control> 
<control><type>if</type></control> 
<control><type>if</type></control> 
</control> 
<control> 
</controlsequence> 
</function> 
<function> 
<name>Select_Sort</name> 
<controlsequence> 
<control><type>for</type></control> 
<control> 
<type>for</type> 
<control><type>for</type> 
<control><type>if</type></control> 
</control> 
</control> 
<control><type>for</type></control> 
</controlsequence> 
</function> 
<function> 
<name> I nser _Sort</name> 
<controlsequence> 
<control><type>for</type></control> 
<control> 
<type>for</type> 
<control><type>while</type></control> 
</control> 
<control><type>for</type></control> 
</controlsequence> 
</function> 
<function> 
<name>main</name> 
<controlsequence> 
<control><type>switch</type></control> 
</controlsequence> 
</function> 
</xqueryresult> 
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APPENDIX E: PARALYZED XPDEC SYSTEM RESULTS 
Table E.1: Result table of 3 processors with debug& log modes false 
Result Table: _DEBUG= FALSE& LOG= FALSE, processors= 3, files= 12 
Rank 0 1 2 
Processing Time 0.123014 1.737823 1.133754 
Communication Time 0.000211 0.000264 0.000265 
Load Balance 0.122803 1.737559 1.133489 
Comm/Proc Ratio 0.001717 0.000152 0.000234 
Avg. of Proc. Time including (0) 0.998197 
Avg. of Proc. Time without (0) 1.4357885 
Table E.2: Result table of 4 processors with debug& log modes false 
Result Table: DEBUG= FALSE& LOG= FALSE, processors= 4, files= 12 -
Rank 0 1 2 3 
-
Processing Time 0.124734 1.243010 1.071617 0.894030 
Communication Time 0.000196 0.000263 0.000262 0.000240 
Load Balance 0.124538 1.242747 1.071355 0.893790 
-
Comm/Proc Ratio 0.001570 0.000211 0.000244 0.000268 
Avg. of Proc. Time including (0) 0.83334775 
Avg. of Proc. Time without (0) 1.069552333 
Table E.3: Result table of 5 processors with debug& log modes false 
Result Table: _DEBUG= FALSE& LOG= FALSE, processors= 5, files= 12 
Rank 0 1 2 3 4 
Processing Time 0.138289 1.317887 1.148763 0.972046 0.798909 
Communication Time 0.000162 0.000263 0.000267 0.000243 0.000241 
-
Load Balance 0.138127 1.317624 1.148496 0.971803 0.798668 
Comm/Proc Ratio 0.001174 0.000199 0.000232 0.000250 0.000302 
Avg. of Proc. Time including (0) 0.8751788 
-
Avg. of Proc. Time without (0) 1.05940125 
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Table E.4: Result table of 6 processors with debug& log modes false 
Result Table: _DEBUG= FALSE& LOG= FALSE, processors= 6, files= 12 
Rank 0 1 2 3 4 5 
Processing Time 0.153515 1.382993 1.209945 1.034592 0.865355 0.699677 
Communication Time 0.000202 0.000261 0.000266 0.000240 0.000240 0.000242 
-
Load Balance 0.153313 1.382732 1.209680 1.034351 0.865116 0.699434 
Comm/Proc Ratio 0.001316 0.000189 0.000220 0.000232 0.000277 0.000347 
Avg. of Proc. Time including (0) 0.891012833 
Avg. of Proc. Time without (0) 1.0385124 
Table E.5: Result table of 3 processors with debug& log modes true 
Result Table: _DEBUG= TRUE& LOG= TRUE, processors = 3, files = 12 
Rank 0 1 2 
Processing Time 2.734090 200.770882 181.417311 
Communication Time 0.000208 0.000266 0.000266 
Load Balance 2.733882 200.770615 181.417045 
Comm/Proc Ratio 0.000076 0.000001 0.000001 
Avg. of Proc. Time including (0) 128.307427667 
Avg. of Proc. Time without (0) 191. 0940965 
Table E.6: Result table of 4 processors with debug& log modes true 
Result Table: _DEBUG= TRUE& LOG= TRUE, processors= 4, files= 12 
Rank 0 1 2 3 
Processing Time 3.501558 275.184153 255.908007 222.954440 
-
Communication Time 0.000200 0.000264 0.000267 0.000242 
Load Balance 3.501359 275.183889 255.907740 222.954198 
-
Comm/Proc Ratio 0.000057 0.000001 0.000001 0.000001 
Avg. of Proc. Time including (0) 189.3870395 
Avg. of Proc. Time without (0) 251.348866667 
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Table E. 7: Result table of 5 processors with debug& log modes true 
Result Table: _DEBUG= TRUE& LOG= TRUE, processors= 5, files= 12 
Rank 0 1 2 .... 4 .) 
Processing Time 4.582406 331.442327 312.437080 278.913025 235.253291 
Communication Time 0.000160 0.000267 0.000336 0.000240 0.000239 
-
Load Balance 4.582246 331.442060 312.436745 278.912785 235.253052 
Comm/Proc Ratio 0.000035 0.000001 0.000001 0.000001 0.000001 
Avg. of Proc. Time including (0) 232.5256258 
Avg. of Proc. Time without (0) 289.51143075 
Table E.8: Result table of6 processors with debug& log modes true 
Result Table: _DEBUG= TRUE& LOG= TRUE, processors= 6, files= 12 
Rank 0 1 2 3 4 5 
-
Processing Time 5.838055 386.145580 366.889843 333.837764 290.077588 238.244452 
Communication Time 0.000201 0.000273 0.000264 0.000240 0.000239 0.000242 
Load Balance 5.837854 386.145306 366.889579 333.837524 290.077349 238.244210 
Comm/Proc Ratio 0.000035 0.000001 0.000001 0.000001 0.000001 0.000001 
Avg. of Proc. Time including (0) 375.172213667 
-
Avg. of Proc. Time without (0) 449.0390454 
